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SUMMARY
The SERT II Solar Array design was derived from a basic solar array mod-
ule design which was successfully flown on several military missions. The
basic design was modified only as necessary to satisfy the requirements of
the SERT II Mission.
Modifications were made to the deployment mechanism and the release mechan-
ism system, 2 ohm-cm solar 'cells were used instead of the 10 ohm-cm cells
used for the military program. In addition, changes were made in the solar
array instrumentation and in electrical harnesses which provide power from
the solar collector assemblies to the Spacecraft Support Unit.
Changes to the deployment mechanism design were required because the basic
design provided for the arrays to deploy in a drooped and canted position.
The SERT II program requires the array to deploy in a plane perpendicular
to the vehicle Z-axis. A stronger actuator mechanism spring was also added.
The release mechanism was redesigned to provide assurance that the arrays
would deploy under failure conditions where either pin puller was actuated
with a single squib. Redundancy in the squib firing switch circuitry was
also provided.
The 10 ohm-cm solar cells used for the basic design were replaced with 2
ohm-cm cells to provide for the higher operating voltage for the SERT II
Mission. The solar collector assemblies were wired to provide two power
outputs. Seventy-six panels were wired to furnish 1550 watts minimum at
68 VDC to the SSU Thrustor section, and lU panels were wired to provide
286 watts minimum power at 3^ VDC for the SSU Housekeeping section.
The module level test program was limited to performance of only those
tests required to demonstrate that the flight worthiness of the original
iii
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solar array module design had not been invalidated by the modifications
required by the SERT II Program, and that the SERT II solar arrays would
withstand the vibration levels of a THORAD launch. The following tests
were conducted:
• Deployment Mechanism Engineering Evaluation Tests
• Release Mechanism Evaluation Tests
e Vibration Confidence Tests
® Flight Acceptance Tests
A thorough review of the designs, hardware, test programs, test data,
engineering analysis, and product assurance assessments of the SERT II
Solar Array has been completed. LMSC concludes that the solar arrays are
flight worthy and meet the requirements of the Statement of Work,
Contract NAS 3-11512.
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SECTION 1.0
INTRODUCTION
1.0 PURPOSE
The final report presents the mission requirements, design and test philo-
sophies, concepts considered in arriving at the final design, description
of the final design, and the testing accomplished to prove flight worthi-
ness of the SERT II Solar Array modules.
1.1 SCOPE
This report will include discussion of the following:
• Design requirements specified by the Work Statement to Contract
NAS 3-11512.
• Design philosophy.
• Mechanical and electrical design concepts considered in
arriving at the final design.
• Final design. This section will describe the mechanical design
of the deployment mechanism, the release mechanism, the mounting
bed assembly, and the solar array wing assembly. The description
of the electrical design will include solar cell selection, array
wiring, pyrotechnic release mechanism circuitry and instrumenta-
tion. Final design of the thermal controls will also be described
in this section.
• Test program. This section will present the test philosophy and
describe the tests conducted to demonstrate flight worthiness of
the SERT II solar array final design.
• Conclusions.
1-1
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SECTION 2.0
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The following requirements dictated the final design of the SERT II
Solar Array system:
2.1 FLIGHT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The SERT II flight program will be a minimum 6"month continuously oper"
ated life test of a mercury bombardment ion thruster system. The space"
craft will be launched on a Thorad/Agena D from WTR into a %kO nautical
mile circular orbit. To provide sun synchronism with continuous sunlight
for a minimum of six (6) months, the spacecraft is scheduled for launch
in March 1969, into an orbit inclined at 99ДО degrees.
After injection, the Agena orients itself nose down and then becomes an
orbiting platform which furnishes power from the solar array to the
spacecraft which remains attached to the Agena vehicle. Attitude con"
trol in three axes is furnished by gravity gradient forces in conjunc"
tion with control moment gyro torques. The Agena mounted solar array
furnishes power for all housekeeping and experiment requirements.
The component of ion engine thrust tangent to the orbit causes the orbit
altitude to increase or decrease by approximately 63 miles over the min"
imum 6"month duration, depending on which of two thrusters is operating.
This altitude change and other orbit parameters are determined by the
STADAN network. The STADAN network also provides command and data ac"
quisition support.
The spacecraft structure contains the two ion thruster systems, a low"
g accelerometer, an RF (radio frequency) noise experiment, a contamin"
ation experiment, two ion beam plasma probes, a spacecraft potential
probe and a back"up acquisition cold gas control system.
The spacecraft is mounted to the Spacecraft Support Unit (SSU) struc"
ture which contains the telemetry system, command system, data storage
system, attitude control system and the power system.
2"1
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The SSU-Agena interface occurs at the forward end of the Standard Agena
Clamshell Shroud (SACS) adapter ring.
All systems hardware for the solar arrays was developed to meet the SERT
II mission objectives outlined below:
• Orbit
The SERT II orbit is to be a sun synchronous circular orbit in-
clined at 99-10 degrees. The orbit will vary approximately from
5^0 to 603 or from 5^0 to U78 nautical miles dependent on which
thrustor is operating during a minimum 6-month period due to a
tangential component of thrust produced by one of the ion thrust-
ors.
The orbit perpendicular precesses at a rate such that the orbit
is in constant sunlight for a minimum of six months. During this
period, the angle between the orbit perpendicular and the earth-
sunline varies between 0 and 16 degrees.
Following mission completion, the angular deviation of the orbit
perpendicular from sun alignment increases steadily until each
orbit is partially eclipsed during a 2-month period. Operation
of the spacecraft and its experiments will be continued for as
long as possible. During the 2-month eclipse interval certain
housekeeping functions will remain active and other subsystems
will be activated for brief periods to check spacecraft condi-
tions.
Following the period of partial solar eclipse, the spacecraft
with its experiments will be reactivated and ion thrustor oper-
ation will be resumed for as long as possible.
• Satellite Orientation
The on-orbit orientation of the satellite is with the spacecraft
end of the Agena pointed earthward, with the deployable solar
array extended and oriented in the plane of the orbit and the
Agena +Z axis facing the sun. See Figure 2-1.
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SERT II VEHICLE ORIENTATION
2.2 STRUCTURE
The flight solar array shall consist of two deployable solar platforms,
associated latching and deployment mechanisms, solar panels, solar cell
modules and sub-modules with solar cells and support structure, complete
in all mechanical, structural and electrical aspects.
2.3 LOCATION AND MOUNTING
The solar array module shall be constructed so that in the stowed posi-
tion it is located within the rectangular truss work aft of the Agena
tank section and within the envelope of the Agena Booster adapter struc-
ture, and symetrical about the vehicle longitudinal axis.
2.U RELEASE MECHANISM
The release mechanism shall be designed such that the mechanism will
function as designed when either pin puller is actuated by a single
squib. Pin puller squibs shall be actuated by redundant timer switch
circuits.
2.5 DEPLOYMENT
The solar array shall be designed to deploy in such a manner that the
plane formed by the extended array is parallel to the vehicle Y/X plane.
The long axis of each wing is normal to the longitudinal axis of the
vehicle. Each wing shall lie in the same plane. The wing planes need
not pass through the longitudinal axis although this is preferred, but
in any case the plane of the array shall be within 8.00 inches of the
Y/X plane. The solar array shall be capable of simulated zero-G de-
ployment in a one G field when properly supported by an extension and
testing jig.
2.6 ORIENTATION
Array orientation shall be non-heliotropic, but so oriented as to maxi-
mize the solar input in the presence of acceptable deviations induced
by the gravity gradient orientation of the spacecraft.
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2.7 WEIGHT
A detailed weight record of the solar array shall be effected and main-
tained current throughout the program. The weight of the flight solar
arrays complete with latching and deployment mechanisms shall not ex-
ceed kkS pounds.
2.8 POWER OUTPUT
The solar array shall be functionally separated into two sections which
provide power to the SSU and spacecraft in the following manner:
• Thrustor section - The thrustor section of the array shall pro-
vide power to the power conditioners in the spacecraft for ion
engine operation. At air mass zero and 25°C the thrustor sec-
tion shall deliver 1550 watts minimum at 68 VDC, at maximum
power (plus 3k VDC and minus 3k VDC referenced to array center
tap). The output wiring shall be a three line system comprised
of twisted, shielded cable sized not to exceed 0.60 VDC drop
from the Agena to the SSU interface at maximum power point. The
shields shall be insulated and not grounded but carried through
the interface.
• Housekeeping section - The housekeeping section of the array
shall supply power to the housekeeping equipment in the SSU and
spacecraft. The housekeeping section shall deliver 286 Watts
minimum at 3k VDC at maxintum power. The output wiring shall be
a two line system comprised of twisted, shielded cable sized
not to exceed 0.30 VDC drop from the Agena to the SSU inter-
face at maximum power point. The shield shall be insulated
and not grounded, but carried through the interface.
• Open circuit voltage - Under conditions of normal operation,
with the spacecraft in a constant sunlight orbit and with a
sunline incidence angle of less than sixteen degrees from nor-
mal, the open circuit voltage (Voc) shall not exceed 75.0
Volts for the thrustor section and 35.0 Volts for the house-
keeping section. These maximum voltages shall be inherent
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characteristics of the array and shall not be achieved by limi"
ters or regulators.
2.9 INSTRUMENTATION
Instrumentation for the solar array system consists of two basic groups,
one group for instrumenting the events associated with deployment and the
second group for instrumenting the temperature and power characteristics
of the array assembly.
• Group I
A deployment monitoring switch shall be installed in such a
manner as to indicate the solar array arm has deployed in ex"
cess of 95% of the full open position.
• Group II
The following instrumentation shall be provided to monitor the
temperature and power characteristics of the solar array:
(1) Temperature Sensors
ШЗС shall provide and install a total of six (6)
thermistor sensors to monitor representative temperatures
on the solar array.
(2) Control Cell " Short Circuit Current
IMSC shall furnish one separate solar cell to monitor cell
short circuit current. The short circuit control cell shall
be shorted through a one ohm, "1$ precision resistor, located
as close to the control cell as possible.
(3) Pitch Rate Cell "
IMSC shall furnish one separate solar cell which shall be
wired in parallel with the short circuit current control
cell prior to temperature calibration of the control cell
test panel. The pitch rate cell shall be mounted in an un"
obstructed space on the back surface of the Control Cell
Test Panel, but shall not be mounted directly opposite the
control cells.
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(Ц) Control Cell " Open Circuit Voltage
LMSC shall furnish one separate solar cell connected to a
2.$K ohm, "1/6 precision resistor to monitor solar cell open
circuit voltage.
(5) Control Cell " Maximum Power
DEC shall furnish one separate solar cell connected to a
precision resistor sized for maximum power at AMD with the
sunline perpendicular to the active face.
(6) Control Cell Mounting and Calibration "
The control cells and pitch rate cell described above shall
be mounted on a single control cell test panel. One of the
6 thermistor sensors specified above shall be mounted on
the back surface of the control cell test panel. The panel
shall then be calibrated for voltage open circuit, current
short circuit, and current maximum power versus i|.00C, 50 C,
60°C and 70°C temperature conditions.
2.10 MAGNETIC DISTURBANCE TORQUES
The solar array shall be designed, constructed, and wired in a manner so
as to minimize the torque resulting from any current loops or magnetic
fields produced from electrical loading and operation for any position
in orbit.
2.11 THERMAL CONTROL
The satellite orbit precesses to provide the spacecraft with approximate"
ly six months of continuous sunlight followed by periods of darkness of
18 minutes or less per orbit for a period of two months. The thermal de"
sign will recognize these constraints and shall be accomplished by passive
means.
2"7
NOTE: IMSC has been advised that the launch of the SEET II mission
has been rescheduled to September 196?. The effort required to adapt
the solar array system to accommodate a fall launch is not included
in this report. The work required to comply with Change Order Number
12 to Contract NAS 3-11^12 will be described in a subsequent analysis
report.
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SECTION 3.0
DESIGN PHILOSOPHI
From the initial stages of proposal preparation the design philosophy
has been to use, as much as possible, the existing flight-qualified
Solar Array design. This was to preserve the flight qualification status
of the array module thereby greatly reducing the required testing effort,
modification to existing tooling and AGE equipment.
To the maximum extent possible, existing hardware from previous flight
programs was to be utilized. Bearings, extension mechanisms, dampers,
mounting brackets, clamps, and other supporting hardware were to be man-
ufactured and assembled such that the solar array is suitably supported
on the vehicle, to prevent damage which might impair the flight worthi-
ness of the array, during ground transportation, launch and injection.
The existing flight qualified solar array module from which the SERT II
solar array module design was derived consists of three module compon-
ents: (1 ) an arm assembly capable of mounting existing designed solar
collector panels (approximately 1U by 18 inches per panel) j (2) an erec-
tion or deployment mechanism for extending and positioning the arm assem-
bly at a controlled rate; and (3) a support structure for supporting and
retaining the folded arm assembly and erection mechanism during ascent
and for supporting the extended arm assembly while in orbit.
The existing solar array module was designed and qualified for an Atlas
boost launch environment and an on-orbit deployed position with a 35-
degree droop toward the center of gravity of the vehicle and a l|0-degree
twist with respect to the array longitudinal axis. See Figure 3-1•
For this design, a simple slider crank device was used which rotated
under the action of a single liquid-damped spring actuator, thus ex-
tending and angularly positioning the array in a single, continuous
cycle (Figure 3-2). This mechanism consists of a frame, an adjustable
liquid-damped spring actuator, a slider, and a support assembly. The
inboard leaf is rotated about a fixed pivot on the support assembly with
3-1
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the inriggers attached through a single fitting to the slider. During
an extension, the actuator rotates the bellcrank which moves the slider
along the support assembly tube until the full-extension position is
attained. The actuator is used to control the extension rate and to
complement the array arm forces when they are approaching the minimum
output.
While both the launch environment and the on-orbit deployed position
of the solar arrays for the SERT II Program differ from that of the
Military Program, by analysis much of the design techniques, fabrica-
tion methods, flight and test results are directly applicable to this
program.
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SECTION U.O
DESIGN CONCEPTS
U.1 MECHANICAL
li.1.1 Deployment Mechanism - The primary modification to the existing
solar array module design flown on other Agena vehicles is a redesign
of the deployment mechanism to extend the arm assembly straight out
instead of the drooped and canted configuration shown in Figure 3-1•
By extending the array arm straight out from the vehicle the on-orbit
orientation requirements of the SERT II mission will be met. Figure
il-1 shows the three deployed solar array position options considered
for this modification. Position Number 3 has been chosen for the SERT
II mission based upon mission requirements and modification complexi-
ties.
Positions number 1 and 2 reflect array deployment configurations that
effectively place the center of gravity of each arm on the vehicle
centerline to enhance vehicle stability. To achieve position 1, how-
ever, requires considerable modification to the existing solar array
deployment mechanism in that the actuator would be required to pivot
in two planes and stabilization rods to be added to the inboard portion
of the inriggers. Figure h-2 illustrates this set up while Figure k-3
describes the deployment geometry associated with this configuration.
To achieve position number 2 would require less modification to the de-
ployment mechanism, however, it would require a right and left hand ar-
ray arm in order to have the collector assemblies facing in the same
direction. This in turn would require a redesign of the array arm struc-
ture in addition to the redesign of the deployment mechanism.
Investigations indicate that orbit perturbations resulting from the
center of gravity offset associated with position number 3 do not war-
rant the effort required to eliminate it. The deployment mechanism
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design considered for achieving position number 3, the chosen design,
is illustrated in Figure k-k and its deployment geometry in Figure U-5«
As it was desirable to have the same mechanical advantage in the actua-
tor linkage geometry as that in the Military Program, a total of 16
separate mechanical advantage variations were examined. Additionally,
three different methods of achieving the advantages were analyzed, i.e.,
long idler arm, short idler arm and slotted cradle. The slotted cradle
concept was chosen as presenting the most economical means of achieving
the desired conditions. This mechanism is further discussed in Para-
graph 5-1.1.
li.1.2 Release Mechanism - LMSC initially proposed that the release
mechanism basic design successfully flown on several military program
vehicles be retained for the SERT II Program. During the SERT II Solar
Array Conceptual Design Review, Mr. Conger of LeRC expressed concern
over the reliability of the solar array release mechanism. This concern
stemmed from the fact that 2 pin pullers were employed to effect release
of the array and that failure of either pin puller to function would pre-
vent the array from deploying.
IM3C was directed to initiate a design study to develop a release sys-
tem which would allow the array to deploy normally with the actuation
of 2 pin pullers, with the added feature that malfunction of either of
these pin pullers would not prevent the array from deploying.
Although a conscientious attempt was made to preserve as much of the
existing design as practicable, it was decided that this should not be
imposed as a constraint which would limit freedom of thought in devel-
oping new concepts.
A description of the existing design and its potential failure mode is
presented below. Also, preliminary design concepts and the recommended
final design are discussed.
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k*1.2.1 Existing Release Mschanism Design - The existing release sys-
tem consists of 2 torque tube assemblies, 1 tie rod. assembly, 2 pin
puller assemblies and 2 torsion springs. Each torque tube assembly
is comprised of three clamp assemblies which are joined into an inte-
gral unit with tube sections. The torque tube assemblies are mounted
within journals on either side of the mounting bed and are free to ro-
tate. These assemblies are pre-loaded to the released position by
torsion springs.
The center clamp of each torque tube assembly is essentially a clevis
with mounting provisions for 1 pin puller. The tie rod end fits with-
in the clevis and is held by the extended piston of the pin puller.
The opposing torque tube assemblies are drawn together by the tie rod
assembly which employs a turribuckle at its midpoint.
Design analysis and strain gage test data indicate that the tie rod
(limit load) tension will be in the order of h£0 to £00 Ibs. This load
is transmitted to the pin puller pistons in double shear. The tie rod
passes through a U-shaped bracket which is fastened to the outer solar
array panel and is retained by the bracket to prevent fly-away.
A total of 11; set screws contained in the clamp assemblies provide the
force which restrains the folded array assembly against the mounting
bed. Pin puller actuation releases the ends of the tie rod and the
torsion springs cause the torque tubes to rotate away from the array,
leaving the system free to deploy. In the event that either pin puller
malfunctions, the associated torque tube cannot rotate to free the ar-
ray due to the entrapment of the tie rod between the "U" bracket and
the pin puller piston.
The existing release mechanism design from which the SERT II design was
derived is shown in Figure h-6.
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U-1.2.2 Preliminary Design Concepts - The following discussion describes
the various release mechanism design concepts which were considered:
• Concept "A"
Since the prime failure mode of the existing design involves
entrapment of the tie rod within the "U" bracket, it would
logically appear that deletion or modification of the bracket
to allow release of the tie rod is the most expeditious solu-
tion. The shortcomings of this approach are:
1. Normal functioning of both pin pullers would allow the tie
rod to leave the array as a free orbiting body, offering the
possibility that it could impact the vehicle or arrays at
any time.
2. Failure of either pin puller would cause the rod to remain
attached to the clamp assembly where it could swivel freely,
increasing the probability that the rod may strike the array.
Various approaches were considered which would provide restraint
of the tie rod in the failure mode. Each of these, however,
tended to impose restraint on the tie rod during normal separa-
tion with a subsequent reduction of reliability.
A variation of this concept was considered wherein the tie rod
and pin pullers were replaced by a cable and pyrotechnic cable
cutters, respectively. This system exhibited the same deficien-
cies previously noted.
• Concept "B"
As depicted in Figure k-7> the tie rod is rigidly fixed in one
clamp assembly and both pin pullers are installed on the oppo-
site clamp in a staggered fashion. The tie rod terminates in
a fitting which is free to swivel at the tie rod connection.
This fitting includes two cutouts which hook over and under the
pin puller pistons. The orientation of these hooks in conjunc-
tion with tie rod tension will maintain proper engagement of the
U-10
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fitting with the pistons (Figure U-7* View A). The actuation
of both pin pullers releases the fitting and the torque tube
swings the rod away, providing more than ample clearance for
the array to deploy. In the event that either pin puller mal-
functions, the end fitting will swivel to disengage itself from
the piston.
Concept "C"
This concept was developed with the intent of retaining all of
the existing design with the exception of the tie rod. As shown
in Figure U-8, a sear-type latch is incorporated at both ends of
the tie rod. Minor redesign of the "TJ" bracket is required but
its configuration and function remain essentially unchanged. The
retaining hook is spring loaded into the unlatched condition and
requires tie rod tension to maintain engagement. Snail bosses
on this latch prevent it from rotating (Figure U-8, View A). In
the failure mode, the spring causes the tie rod to move toward
the unfired pin puller while the latch hook is held in its ori-
ginal position by a cable attached to the "U" bracket. A slot
in the tie rod end fitting permits the relative motion. A re-
lief slot in the end fitting provides clearance for the latch
bosses after approximately one-quarter inch of relative motion
and torque tube rotation causes the latch to open (Figure h.-8,
View B). Although only one design is presented here, a multitude
of variations of this same basic concept were considered. The
major drawback of this design is the intricacy of its detail
parts including the close machining tolerances required to en-
sure proper functioning.
Concept "D"
This concept departs most radically from the existing mechanism
and deletes the rod completely. The function of torque tube
U-12
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clamping action is achieved by incorporating over'center hinged
links between the lower end of the clamp assemblies and brackets
cantilevered from the mounting bed as shown in Figure U'9. Pin
pullers are connected to the center pivot of the over'center links
through a cable and pulley system and actuation of either or both
pin pullers will break the link into a position where the torque
tube torsion springs will release the clamps. The primary advan'
tages of this system are:
1. Deletion of the tie rod and bracket.
2. Through the incorporation of additional cables and pulleys,
both arrays can be released by the same pin pullers.
Disadvantages include:
1. Prohibitive impact on cost and schedule due to redesign and
fabrication of major system components.
2. Difficulties involved in achieving proper rigging installa'
tion, preload, etc., including associated development testing.
о Concept »E"
This design is an outgrowth of Concept "B". As shown in Figure
U'Ю, View A, the only departure is in the orientation of the
pin pullers with a resulting change in the tie rod end fitting.
The significant benefit derived from this reorientation is that
the tie rod tension load is distributed to both pin pullers,
essentially reducing the individual piston shear load by a fac'
tor of two. It is highly improbable that this load distribution
could be achieved, as depicted in Concept "B", due to the manu'
facturing tolerances which must be considered.
• Preliminary Concepts ' Summary
The preceding concepts were presented at the Solar Array Final
Design Review on 22 May 1968. The consensus among LeRC and IMSC
attendees was that Concept "E" offered the most desirable


advantages because of the following considerations:
1. Simplicity of component parts.
2. Functional simplicity.
3. Maximum utilization of existing hardware.
U. Reduced pin puller shear loads enhance the possibility that
one squib in either pin puller will effect release of the
array.
Subsequent to the Design Review Meeting, additional study effort
was concentrated on this design to assess any inherent deficien-
cies which may not have been readily apparent. Deficiencies were
found which are identified and resolved in the following discussion
of the recommended design.
Recommended Design
The design concept depicted in Figure b-11 represents the culmina-
tion of the foregoing study effort and is, in the opinion of IMSC,
the most suitable means of achieving the release system redundancy
desired by LeRC.
This design employs the same principle as Concept "E". Concept "E",
however, exhibited two major deficiencies:
1. Due to fabrication and/or assembly tolerances it is virtually
impossible to achieve the desired relationship of pin pullers
to the tie rod. (A line intersecting the piston centers should
be normal to the tie rod center line). The tie rod fitting
would tend to bear against both pistons by rotating at its at-
tachment to the tie rod, but tie rod tension would counteract
this tendency. As a result, load distribution to the pin
pullers would not be equal.
2. The same tolerances mentioned above could cause bending of the
tie rod due to its rigid attachment within the clamp assembly
at the fixed end.
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As shown in Figure U-ll, View A, the problem of unequal load dis-
tribution on the pin pullers has been solved by relocation of the
pivot point of the tie rod end fitting. In this configuration the
fitting will align itself on the pin puller pistons without being
adversely influenced by the tie rod tension. This should result
in equal loading at the pin pullers.
At the fixed end of the rod the proposed design shown in Figure
U-ll, View B, utilizes the existing clamp assembly and solves the
bending problem by providing a pin joint at the tie rod end. The
rod passes through an "L" bracket which provides rotational restric-
tion for the rod in the released condition. Impact of the clamp
assembly against the stop pad will cause a "whipping" action of
the tie rod. Preliminary investigation indicated that the forces
involved would probably not cause the tie rod to take a permanent
set in bending. Subsequent test data analysis confirmed this pre-
liminary investigation and will be discussed in a later section
of this report.
The width of the clevis opening for the tie rod and end fitting
is a function of pin puller piston extended and retracted length.
Maximum use of this space is realized by press fitting a pin in
the short tie rod end while providing slip fit clearance between
the pin and the swivel fitting.
In the recommended design the clamp assembly, long tie rod section,
and turnbuckle was to have been fabricated from the same materials
as the existing design (7075-T6 Aluminum Plate, 7075-T651 aluminum
Alloy Rod, and 303SE CRES, respectively). Subsequent analysis per-
formed during detail design indicated that the use of Titanium for
the entire tie rod, toggle assembly, and turnbuckle was more de-
sirable due to its high strength and low coefficient of expansion.
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Ц.2 ELECTRICAL
To meet the requirements of the SERT II program several improvements to
the existing design were necessary. These improvements are as follows:
• NASA requirements for more power at a higher maximum power
voltage resulted in a change from 10 ohm"cm solar cells to 2
ohm"cm cells.
• Minor changes to the solar cell filter covers to incorporate
recent vendor design improvements.
• Gold plating thickness was changed from 100 micro inches to
10"30 micro inches to prevent potential fracture on the Kovar
bus tabs due to excessive intermetalic compounds.
• Widening of Kovar bus tabs to provide a greater conductive
surface area and a stronger joint between submodules. Holes
were provided to permit quality control inspection of solder
fillets.
• Solar Array harnesses were rewired to permit full power capa"
bility without adding another Peculiar J"Box on the Agena.
• Deletion of most of the Solar Array instrumentation. These
were deleted as not being required for the SERT II mission.
e Addition of solar calibration cells. These cells are inten"
ded to provide NASA with measurements of solar cell maximum
power, open circuit voltage, short circuit current, and pitch
rate.
The initially proposed electrical design concept and the final flight
hardware design are essentially the same. The preliminary design was
presented during the SERT II Solar Array Conceptual Design Review on
19 December 1967. The final flight hardware design will be described
in Section 5"0 of this report. The principal design changes involved
redesign of the pyrotechnic circuitry of the solar array release mechan"
ism and the addition of a pitch rate monitor cell to the 3 cell module.
SECTION 5.0
FINAL DESIGN
5.1 MECHANICAL DESIGN
Each solar array is designed in the form of a jack-in-the-box, with a
mechanical tiedown and an electrical interface. Each box contains an
extensible arm assembly powered entirely by springs and controlled by
liquid damping. The lid on the box, also spring loaded, is released
by the action of two squib-operated pin pullers. When the lid is re-
leased, the array arm automatically extends to a prealigned position.
Three features are typical of each module component. First, normally
used tolerances for all rotating joints are relaxed to provide increased
clearance and preclude the possibility of hangup due to foreign particle
intrusion or vehicle ascent and orbit heating. Second, all rotating or
sliding joints have either the shaft or the journal coated with a baked
on, solid-film lubricant to minimize friction and prevent electrochemi-
cal action. Third, all exposed surfaces of the structure are finished
to specific thermal control requirements for collector-panel temperature
control.
The mounting-bed and extensible arm assembly design and fabrication tech-
niques used on the SERT II Program are the same as those previously used
by LMSC on an Air Force satellite program.
The deployment mechanism, while using major components and techniques pre-
viously developed, does differ from the Air Force system in the motion im-
parted to the array assembly. Additionally, it does not become an assembly,
as such, until its component parts are installed into the mounting-bed.
5.1.1 Deployment Mechanism - The concept of using a sliding sleeve on a
fixed tube to erect and position the "lazy tongs" of the solar array as-
sembly has been incorporated in the design of the SERT II Solar Array
Module.
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The inboard leaf of the array, is rotated about a fixed pivot on the sup"
port (cross bar) assembly with the inriggers attached through a single
fitting to the slider. Figure 5"1 illustrates the array geometry. Dur"
ing extension, the actuator " through appropriate linkage " moves the
slider along the support tube until the full extension position is at"
tained. See Figure 5"2. The actuator is used to control the extension
rate and complement the array arm forces when they are approaching their
minimum output. A fluorosilicone fluid is used as the damping medium be"
cause of its relatively stable temperature characteristics. Rate control
is adjustable by throttling the fluid flow with a needle valve within the
piston rod. A compression spring surrounding the actuator, aided by the
mechanical advantage of the mechanism, complements the forces built into
the arm assembly.
Full arm extension and position is accomplished by adjusting the erecting
mechanism when it is installed in the mounting bed. Additionally, an an"
gular adjustment of the array assembly with respect to the mounting"bed/
deployment mechanism assembly has been incorporated in the inrigger assem"
bly. This adjustment is of limited capability and is intended to aid in
coping with manufacturing tolerances.
The tube of the support assembly is machined from 1 .250"Ш. diameter
condition N, Type 1 chrome"moly steel. The tube is first ground to an out"
side diameter of 1.2Ц1|8 + 0.0000 " 0.0020 inches. It is then chrome plated
to 1 .2525 + 0.0020 " 0.0000 diameter and ground to the required diameter of
1.2U68 + 0.001? " 0.0000 inches. The surface finish of the tube is 32 rms.
concentricity of 0.0005 TIR and an overall waviness along the 27.60 in. tube
length is 0.001 TIR. The final operation in the manufacture of the tube is
to hand burnish the outside surface with molybdenum disulfide per MIL"M"7866
until a smooth, glossy surface has been produced.
The slider is fabricated from 6061 "T"651 aluminum bar. The inside diameter
of the slider is machined to a diameter of 1.2530 + 0.0008, "0.0000 in. with
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a surface finish of 16 rms. Chamfers of 0.05 Ъу U5 deg are machined into
both ends of the part. The entire inside diameter of the slide is coated
with baked"on dry film lubricant to a finished diameter of 1.2500 +0.0008
"0.000 in. Incorporated within the slider, in addition to previously
mentioned features, are provisions for the mechanism's stop.
The stop performs a dual function, (a) it stops the action of the deploy"
ment at the predetermined extension position and (b) it trips the micro"
switch used to signal the completion of the extension cycle.
5.1.2 Release Mechanism " The recommended design of the solar array re"
lease mechanism, described in paragraph U.I.2.2 and illustrated in Figure
lt"11, was selected as the final design.
As a result of analysis conducted subsequent to the adoption of the re"
commended release mechanism design, a positive torque tube stop, P/N
13856^ 5, was added to the design. The purpose of the stop is to prevent
the clamp and tie rod assembly from rebounding and impacting the array.
During the release mechanism evaluation tests described in Section б.3
э
a test anomaly involving clamp"set screw misalignment occurred. The de"
sign was modified to correct for the misalignment. The modification con"
sisted of installing a shim under the key in the center clamp of each
torque tube assembly to provide vertical alignment of the clamp, parallel"
ism between key and key"way, and centering of the clamp set screws over
their pads. In addition, set screw pads were bonded on top of the exist"
ing pads at the h outboard frame locations. The pads have a lip on the
inner edge, toward the center of the array, as an added provision to pre"
vent the set screw from moving beyond the edge of the pad during vibra"
tion environment.
Deployment testing, conducted subsequent to the vibration confidence tests,
demonstrated that the modified hardware would function as designed. Engin"
eering drawings were released to accomplish the above modifications on the
flight hardware.
5"5
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5.1.3 Mounting Bed - The mounting bed supplies the ascent protection for
the arm assembly and deployment mechanism. It mounts on the Agena vehicle
aft equipment rack prealigned to the geometric axes. It can be considered
as the container for the array arm and deployment mechanism and consists
of a frame and two retaining clamps.
The mounting bed frame is an integral structure with Journals for the re-
taining clamps along each side. The retaining clamps are integral spring-
loaded structures which rotate in the frame Journals. A total of lU set
screws in the retaining clamps are tightened to specific requirements and
in a prescribed sequence for retaining the folded arm assembly.
The center fittings on each retaining clamp mate with the grooves on the
arm assembly to provide major acceleration support for the arm. The groove
and the clamp fitting are both tapered to ensure free separation. A tie
rod links the two retaining clamps. Two squib-operated pin pullers mounted
on one center clamp Joins the tie rod and the retaining clamps. When the
arm and erection mechanism are assembled into the mounting bed, the tie
rod is preloaded with an adjustment nut. The retaining clamp set screws
are then torqued to preload the arm assembly. Once the pin-pullers are
fired, the retaining clamps are released, and the array arm is free to
extend. (Reference Figure U-ll).
Material used in the fabrication of the basic framework is AZ31B-F extrud-
ed rectangular magnesium tubing, welded to form a box framework. To this
framework are added the necessary journals, pads, tie-down bracketry, etc.,
required to support the array assembly, deployment mechanism, and for at-
tachment to the launch vehicle.
Dimensional control of the bed assembly is achieved by performing all ma-
chine operations after welding and through the use of controlled tooling.
Figure 5-3 depicts the basic framework and critical dimensional control.
5.1.1* Solar Array Assembly - The array assembly is a "lazy-tong" type
mechanism, consisting of a number of connecting links. One-half of the
links (leaves) are hinged together in one continuous assembly, providing
support for the collector panels. The other half of the links (inriggers)
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are hinged together and pivot about pins fixed within each leaf assembly.
See Figure 5-1*. When the retaining torque bar/side clamps are released
by the action of two squib-operated pin pullers, the arm automatically
extends to a prealigned position. The solar array assembly is powered
entirely by springs and controlled by liquid damping. The power for ex-
tension of the arm is distributed over the entire arm assembly. Small
torsion springs replace two or three lobes at each hinge section. These
are complemented by larger torsion springs installed at each inrigger
joint. The load is uniformly distributed in this manner because of the
size of the array and the very thin sections from which it is fabricated.
When fully extended, the leaf sections are in line, forming one planar
surface; the inriggers remain at an angle of 150 degrees with each other
(15 degrees with the leaves). With this linkage arrangement, the assem-
bly is less flexible and the leaves are held in a flatter position than
would be possible with the inriggers in the leaf plane.
In a folded position, the array arm envelope is made as thin as possible
by nesting the inriggers into their respective leaves. Tapered grooves
are cut normal to the hinge lines on each side of the folded assembly to
accommodate the mounting bed center fittings.
The sides of the frames are held perpendicular and parallel with respect
to a base side within ±0.015 in; flatness along the side is held to 0.020-in.,
and the maximum mismatch between the mounting surface of the collector panel
and the centerline of the frame is held to 0.010 in. In addition, controlled
tooling is employed for drilling the 1^ mounting holes required for installa-
tion of each solar collector panel into the frames.
Dimensional control of the inrigger assemblies is again achieved through
the use of controlled tooling. Using the centerline and the side surface
of the pivot point as the reference point, the end fittings are held par-
allel with respect to the reference surface while the distance from the
pivot point centerline to the holes in the end fittings is held to ±0.005 in.
in the longitudinal direction and ±0.002 in. in the vertical direction.
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Material used in the fabrication of the panel frames is AZ33B"F extruded
rectangular magnesium tubing, with the tubes being cut to length and the
flanges trimmed prior to assembly. To achieve greater stiffness in the
last or out"board leaf, two of the tubes are bonded together using MIL"
A"5090 Airframe Structural Adhesive. Nondestructive testing of the bonded
assemblies is accomplished by use of a simple beam flexure method.
For the SERT II Program, the corner and center fittings to be used in the
assembly of the panel frames are machined from magnesium bar rather than
from the magnesium sand castings used on the military program. This change,
based on the recommendations of design and production engineering, requires
less lead time for procurement and contributes to the ease of manufacture.
These fittings, together with the rectangular tubing, are riveted together
using controlled tooling for holding the close dimensional tolerances pre"
viously discussed.
The inrigger assemblies on all but the inboard, second, and third leaves
are fabricated from 7075"T651 aluminum alloy and 0.312 in. diameter steel
rod. To minimize the power output loss due to shadowing from the inriggers,
the cross"sectional area of the steel rods has been minimized, consistent
with good design practices.
Since the bending loads on the inriggers increase as they go inboard, it
was necessary to strengthen the three inboard members. A design using
titanium inriggers (6AL"VV per AMS 1*911) of maximum cross"sectional area
is required in this area. The titanium alloy was selected over steel or
beryllium as the best material giving the combination of high strength"
weight ratio with minimum cost.
In the assembly of the frames and inriggers, a O.l87"inch diameter pin,
passing through the inriggers into the frame assemblies, provides the
rotational joint.
MS"2001 aluminum extruded hinges are mounted on the rectangular frame"
work using controlled tooling for accurate location. These hinges pro"
vide structural attachment between panel frames and provide adequate
strength for stowed and orbital extension of the assembly. Additionally,
5"Ю
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to provide the capability for handling the framework assembly in a 1"g
environment, 0.050 CRES 301 h hard splice plates are added between frames,
Mechanical assembly of the SERT Solar Array assembly consists of mating
the inboard leaf, six center leaves, and one outboard leaf. This assem"
bly, with the exception of the final chining operation, is accomplished
in a large assembly jig" As part of the mechanical assembly, torsion
springs and hinge pins are employed at the leaf hinge lines and inrigger
joints. These springs and pins provide for permanent attachment of the
subassemblies and are the primary source of energy for array extension.
Each hinge line contains six torsion springs and each spring has a nom"
inal torque of 1.2 in."lb. in the retracted position and a torque of O.U
in."lb. at full extension. In the completed assembly there are a total
of 1+2 of these torsion springs providing a torque of 50.k in."lb. and
16.8 in."lb. in the retracted and extended positions, respectively.
Torsion springs, rated at 7.02 in."lb. retracted and 2.00 in."lb. ex"
tended, are installed at each of the lU inrigger joints. These springs
provide an opening torque of 98.28 in."lb., with 28.0 in."lb. remaining
at full extension.
The total opening force then available from the hinge line and inrigger
torsion springs is 11+8.68 in."lb. with 1+1+.8 in."lb. remaining at full
extension.
The possibility of binding between adjacent hinge lobes due to manufac"
turing tolerance build"up combined with thermal expansion of the leaves
has been investigated. As a result, clearance between the adjacent lobes
on the outer hinges was increased to that shown on Views A and В of
Figure 5"5"
Because of their location in relation to the center line of the array,
the inner hinges did not require clearance modifications. Thermal analy"
sis indicated that the effects of thermal expansion would not exceed the
accumulated manufacturing and assembly tolerance build"up.
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Corrosion resistant steel pins per MS 20253-3 are used in the assembly
of the leaves. A machined pin of 7075-T6 aluminum is used at each of
the inrigger joints. All of the pins are coated with baked-on molydi-
sulfide dry film lubricant.
To hold alignment and to prevent the extended solar array assembly from
being forced over center by the spring force remaining in the hinge line,
the inrigger, and the erection mechanism actuator, stop pads are added
to the leaf assemblies at each inrigger hinge line — a total of lU
places.
The final operation for completion of the mechanical assembly of the
solar array arm is the machining of a vee-groove in each side of the
assembled and folded array arm. This groove mates with the solar array
mounting bed and allows the longitudinal ascent loads from the folded
solar array to be transmitted to the mounting bed and into the basic
satellite structure.
The electrical assembly of the SERT Solar Array assembly consists of the
installation and wiring of the 1*5 solar collector panels into the mechan-
ical assembly previously discussed, and the electrical acceptance testing
of the completed assembly.
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Each collector panel is installed into the array frame using 1U 10-32
flathead screws. Torque value on each screw is limited to 12 to 1J> in.•
Ib to prevent stripping of the threaded holes in the magnesium collec-
tor panels. The head of each screw is sealed in place with an epoxy-
base adhesive per MIL-A-8623 to prevent loosening during transit and
vehicle ascent.
Mounting holes in the collector panel corners are threaded through the
panel and are tapped to accept RH threaded fasteners. The remaining 10
holes in the collector panels are drilled and tapped to accept a 10-32
IE thread. This method of installation has been used on all IMSC pro-
grams using similar collector panels and eliminates the possibility of
installing fasteners of insufficient length in the four corners. It
also prevents the bottoming out of fasteners in the remaining 10 holes.
The lazy-tong design lends itself well to the solution of the problems
inherent in wiring an extensible structure. The wires, installed along
the back of the leaves opposite the cell side where hinge lines occur,
pass either through or around the hinge in such a way that a loop is
formed providing for free deployment. This loop is bonded in place
with enough flexibility remaining to allow repeated extension and re-
traction of the arm without resulting in failure of the wire.
The electrical harness routing between two adjacent leaf assemblies
is illustrated in Figure £-6.
A silicone rubber pad is cemented to the center of the active side of
each collector panel. These pads provide cushioning between the adjac-
ent collector panels for prevention of damage to the panels during
shipment and during vehicle launch. Additionally, adhesive-backed
aluminum foil is added to each pad to preclude the pads from adhering
to each other after being under compression in the stowed position for
extended periods.
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5.1.5 Strength Analysis of Mechanical Design - Table 5-1 presents a
summary of the results obtained from a structural analysis performed to
substantiate the strength of the SERT II program peculiar components of
the solar arrays designed for and used in the Military Program. As the
load levels for the SERT II mission are within the qualification levels
for the Military Program components, only those components that require
modification or those components that are loaded in a different manner
as a result of the structural modifications have been reviewed.
The primary structural components of the solar array module are the solar
panel frames, inriggers, mounting bed and erection mechanism. The struc-
ture is designed to resist orbit loads due to attitude changes by the in-
riggers and solar panel frames acting together to form a single cantilever
beam. During ascent the arrays are folded and clamped to the mounting bed.
The mounting bed is attached to the Agena aft rack by four stand-offs. The
arrays are deployed by initiating a pyrotechnic device which causes the
stowage clamps to relax thereby releasing the arrays. The solar panel
hinges are spring loaded and cause an immediate surge when the stowage
clamps are relaxed. The deployment rate is controlled by a damped spring-
type actuator mechanism which restricts the deployment rate during the
early stages and sustains the deployment rate during the final part of
the erection period. The time required to erect the arrays is on the
order of one-half minute.
Results of a joint investigation with orbit thermodynamics personnel of
the release mechanism tie rod tension has indicated that the predicted
thermal environment does not create excessive tie rod tension. The max-
imum increase in tie rod tension due to temperature gradients between
the mounting bed and tie rod which occurs at approximately 2100 seconds
after liftoff is 100 lb. The maximum increase at time of deployment is
50 lb. When added to an initial preload of i;00 lb the combined loads are
within the design limit load of 500 lb (see Case HI b below).
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ITEM
Solar Array Mechanical Assembly
Fitting, Pivot, Inrigger
Fitting, Main Inboard Frame
Pin, Pivot, Solar Array
link, Adjusting, Main Inrigger
Fitting, Main Inrigger
Nut, Adjusting, Main Inrigger
Pin, Crosshead
Pin, Connecting
Pin, Connecting
Erection Mechanism Assembly
Cradle Assembly
Pin, Retainer
Link
Eyebolt
Crosshead
Spar
Clip, Spar
Tube, Support
Support, Tube
Mounting Bed Assembly
Clamp, Center
Toggle
Connecting Pin
Tie Rod End Fitting
Turribuckle
Tie Rod
Support, Tie Rod
Pin
Clamp, Center
Clamp, Triple
Fitting, End
Stop
Spacer
Bolt, Mount
Stop
PART NO.
1 367090
1367071
1367092 -
1386818
1 386782
1386819
1381956
LS8876-3-3U
LS8876-3-22
1 386723
1 386820
1 386726
LS89U5-1 -B
1 386733
1 386720
1 386727
1 386^37
1 386729
1 388601
1388597
1388656
1 388598
1 388661;
1 388599
1 388600
1381956-3
1 386803
1 386802
1 386801
13856U5
13856U3
LS8762-U-1U
137103U
LOAD
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Ilia
Ilia
Ilia
Ilia
Ilia
I
I
I
I
He
lib
Illb
Illb
Illb
IIIc
IIIc
Illb
IIIc
Illb
Illb
IIIc
IIIc
Ha
IIIc
M. S.
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
+0.7U
+0.05
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
+0.72
+0.70
High
High
+0.66
High
+0.56
+0.57
+0.87
+0.36
High
+0.30
+0.07
Note: All margins of safety greater than 1.00 are considered as "High",
SUMMARY OF MINIMUM MARGINS OF SAFETY
TABLE 5-1
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Analysis indicates that the critical structural member is the link and
eyebolt assembly which connects the actuator to the crosshead and resists
the surge load on the erection mechanism during the early part of the erec-
tion period. This component has survived the dynamic erection tests with-
out visible degradation. The basic arrays as used for the Military Program,
were tested for both ascent and orbital loads to load factors equal or
greater than those specified for the SERT II mission (Table 5-2).
The following Limit Loads and Ultimate Factors of Safety were utilized
for this analysis:
• Case I - Orbit Loads = 0.032 G normal to plane of extended array
• Case II - Ascent Loads
a) Nx = 9.5 G
Ny = 1 2.5 G
b) Nx = 9.5 G
Nz = + 2.5 G
c) Tie rod tension = 1*00 lb
• Case III - Erection Loads
a) Peak tension load on actuator - 1^ .05 lb
b) Peak tie rod tension = 500 lb
c) Peak kinetic energy of stowage clamp assembly = 60 in - lb
NOTES:
£.
Load Case Duration U.F.S.
I Short 1.25
II(a) Short 1.25
Il(b) Short 1.25
П(с) Long 1.50
III(a) Short 1.25
III(b) Short 1.50
IIl(c) Short 1.50
Ultimate Factor of Safety = 1.50 in cases where personnel safety is in
jeopardy.
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LOAD CONDITION ULT. DESIGN LOAD TEST LEVELS
Case I
О.ОЦ G O.OU G
Case Ila N
x
 = 11.9 G
N = + 3.1 G
N = 11.9 G
N = 1 3.8 G
J
Case Illb N = 11.9 G
N
z
 = t 3.1
N = 11.9 G
N = ± 3.8 G
z
Case Ilia 506 Ib. •JHf
•«• Ultimate design loads are 12f$ of the design limit loads.
# The deployment mechanism has survived repeated dynamic erection tests
without visible degradation.
STRUCTURAL TEST SUMMARY
MILITARY PROGRAM SOLAR ARRAY
TABLE 5"2
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5-2 ELECTRICAL DESIGN
5-2.1 Array Power Wiring - The SERT II Solar Array power subsystem is
based upon the use of silicon Type N (N-on-P) 2 ohm-cm photovoltaic solar
cells. The change from solar cells having base resistivity of 10 ohm-cm
to the 2 ohm-cm type was required to insure that the assembled array would
provide the increased power and higher voltage specified for the SERT II
mission. The N-on-P 2 ohm-cm solar cells were designed and tested by the
vendor in accordance with LMSC Specification lU2013 .^ Fused silica solar
cell filter covers with vacuum deposited film coatings are used in con-
Junction with the solar cells to provide thermal characteristics and rad-
iation protection to the solar cell panels for space application. The
filter covers were designed and tested in accordance with LMSC Specifi-
cation ll420lUlj. The solar cells and filter covers are assembled into
solar collector assemblies.
The solar collector assemblies were designed, constructed and tested in
accordance with LMSC Specification 1^ 19896. The solar collector assem-
blies were designed to provide an electrical output of 19.8 watts minimum,
with a minimum power average of the delivered lot of 20.h watts, at an
output voltage of 3^ .0 VDC. Power output profiles of the individual solar
collector assemblies were furnished to LeRC by LMSC Technical Memorandum
titled Final Extrapolated I-V Curves for SERT II Solar Array Subsystem,
dated 26 July 1968.
The solar collector assemblies are installed in the +Y and -Y solar array
assemblies as described in Paragraph 5«1«^ of this report. A total of 90
solar collector assemblies are utilized. Seventy-six collector panel as-
semblies are wired to provide 1550 watts at 68 VDC for spacecraft thrustor
power. Fourteen solar collector assemblies are wired to provide 286 watts
minimum power at 3^ VDC for the spacecraft support unit housekeeping sec-
tion.
The power wiring is terminated as described in Paragraph 2.8 and as shown
in Figure 5-7. Wiring details are specified by LMSC Drawings 1386793 and
138679!+. The power wiring from terminal board TB6 to the SSU interface
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is number 8 gauge and meets the voltage drop requirements described in
Paragraph 2.8 of this report.
5.2.2 Release Mechanism Pyrotechnic Wiring - The pyrotechnic wiring as
initially proposed and as adopted for final design is shown by Figure
5-8. The pyrotechnic circuits were redesigned to provide higher func-
tional reliability of the release mechanism.
5.2.3 Instrumentation - Table 5-3 lists the instrumentation installed
on the solar array modules. Figure 5-7 is a diagram of the solar array
electrical system. The four-cell module assembly is shown in an artist's
sketch as Figure 5-9. The unconditioned signals from the temperature
monitors and the calibrated four-cell module assembly are transmitted
through the SSU/Agena interface connector to the SSU telemetry subsys-
tem. The signals from the solar array extension limit switches are
transmitted through the Solar Array/Agena interface connectors to the
Agena flight control J-Box and thence to the Agena telemetry subsystem.
5.3 THERMAL CONTROL DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
Thermal control of the SERT II solar array modules is achieved by passive
means through the selective application of White Kemacryl lacquer (LAC 37-
1*033 Class I) and Mystic 7^ 02 foil (LAC 2k-hl99). The application of these
surfaces is specified by LMSC Drawing 1386328, Thermal Control Surfaces.
5.3.1 Ascent Analysis - Detailed analysis of the ascent and transfer or-
bit phase, based on the above design results in the following predictions:
• The maximum and minimum temperatures of the outer +Y solar
panel are 69°F and 55°F respectively. The -Y solar array
is in the shadow of the aft rack during the transfer orbit.
It receives only earthshine fluxes in addition to exchanging
energy with the array system and space. As a result, the
temperature of the outer most -Y solar panel drops from 69°F
at Agena separation to -1*7 F at Deployment. The maximum and
minimum of each of the solar panels and the array actuator
assemblies are given in Table 5-^>
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5
Component
+Y Solar Panel 1 (outside)
+Y Solar Panel 2
+Y Solar Panel 3
+1 Solar Panel h
fY Solar Panel jj
*Y Solar Panel 6
+Y Solar Panel 7
*"Y Solar Panel 8 (Inside Half Panel)
"Y Solar Panel 1 (Outside)
"Y Solar Panel 2
"Y Solar Panel 3
"Y Solar Panel h
"I Solar Panel 5
"Y Solar Panel 6
"Y Solar Panel 7
"Y Solar Panel 8 (Inside Half Panel)
+Y Actuator
"Y Actuator
Т max °F
69.
63.
61.
61.
61.
62.
6k.
66.
69.
60.
60.
60.
60.61.6k.66.
is.
75.
Т rain °F
56.
60.
60.
60.
60.
60.
60.
60.
"U7.15.
39.
52.
58.
60.
60.
60.
w.
U5.
TABLE 5#U
SERT II SOLAR ARRAY ASCENT ANALYSIS
MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM COMPONENT TEMPERATURES
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5.3«2 Orbit Analysis " Temperature predictions were obtained by means
of a thermal mathematical model of the solar arrays and the aft section
of the Agena, from the engine nozzle extension to the propellent tanks.
The solar arrays were broken up into a series of nodes based on their
view factors to the Agena. Because of the magnitude of the view factors,
it was necessary to have smaller nodes for sections of the solar arrays
closest to the vehicle. The SERT solar array mathematical model node
layout is shown in Figure 5"10.
For sunline incidence angles of zero and 16 degrees temperature predic"
tions were obtained for a range of the value of the parameters that af"
fect the solar arrays. The major conditions considered in the analysis
were:
1. Altitude
2. Solar Constant
3. Efficiency of Solar Cells
Ц. Distance from Agena (Temperature gradient within the array)
5. Heat Transfer Normal to Solar Cell (Temperature gradient through
cell)
6. Solar Array Frame (Temperature gradient within module)
The following summarizes the results obtained for the specified orbital
conditions:
First in orbit, sunline incidence angle of zero.
Since it is expected that the vehicle will be launched in March, a maximum
solar flux of U60 ВТи/„ „.2 may be incident on the solar array. This is
ИГ— Io
based on the nominal value for the solar constant and the possible devia"
tion in this solar constant. The temperatures for this condition are
given below:
Temperature Predictions (°F) Solar Array Efficiency
1U6°F = 0
132°F = 0.1
5"27
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The values are based on the optical properties of the solar cells deter-
mined from the analysis of data from previous military program flights.
This analysis indicated optical properties of 0(c = 0.8, ! = 0.8 for
the solar cells. These predictions are the maximum estimated tempera-
tures for the solar array and include uncertainties. It is estimated
that due to uncertainties there may be a maximum deviation of -12°F from
the nominal prediction. If the prediction for the T7 = 0 case is expressed
on a nominal basis, it is 13U°F i 12°F.
Six months have elapsed sunline incidence angle of 16°.
The temperature predictions for this condition were based on a solar con-
stant of I|il3 BTU _. This is based on the maximum solar constant for
the month of September. The temperature predictions for a solar array
efficiency of .10 and 0 are shown in Figure 5-11. Even though the solar
vector remains constant on the arrays (since the solar array is in the
plane of the orbit), there is a variation in the temperature predictions
due to the change in albedo as a function orbit position angle.
These are maximum temperatures and include uncertainties. The minimum
temperatures can be obtained by deducting 2l±°F from any point on either
the T\ = -10or~f\ = 0 curve .
Six: months have elapsed, 18 minute eclipse, sunline incidence angle of zero.
The temperature predictions for this condition was based on a solar constant
q = hk3 BTU n as in the immediately preceding analysis. The time-
temperature curves for efficiencies of zero and .10 are shown on Figure 5-12,
The orbit position angle at which the vehicle is eclipsed for 18 minutes
is arbitrary since no condition physically exists in which the vehicle will
be eclipsed at a sunline incidence angle of zero.
As previously stated in this report, the present thermal control design of
the SERT II solar array modules is based on analysis of an assumed Spring
launch. DEC is in receipt of Change Order 12 to Contract NAS 3-115>12 which
specifies a Fall launch date. Analysis of the new ascent and orbit condi-
tions will be required, and, redesign effort is anticipated to insure optim-
um thermal control design.
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5« 3«3 Solar Array Release Mechanism Analysis - In addition to the above
analysis, a separate thermal analysis of the revised SERT II solar array
release mechanism was performed to verify the adequacy of the thermal de-
sign. The detailed thermal analysis has demonstrated that the thermal
design is effective in minimizing temperature excursion in the tie rods,
pin pullers and clamps. The increase in tie rod tension due to tempera-
ture differentials, as described in Paragraph 5.1.5, was minimized by the
use of thermal reflective tape. The tape was applied to the solar array
module which is on the shade side during ascent.
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SECTION 6.0
TEST PROGRAM
6.1 TEST PHILOSOPHY
The SERT II Solar Array test program was based upon the premise that the
military program solar array from which the SERT II solar array design
was derived was to be provided as a flight-proven "off-the-shelf" array
to be modified as necessary to meet the SERT II mission requirements.
The Air Force Program which developed this array subjected it to rigor-
ous qualification tests and certified it as qualified. Further, the
basic "off-the-shelf" solar array has been proven by a series of success-
ful flights to be flight worthy.
It was agreed that the SERT II solar array test program would be restric-
ted to those tests required to assure that the flight worthiness of the
basic design had not been invalidated by modification of the design to
meet SERT II mission requirements.
The SERT II Solar Array Module test program consisted of the following
tests:
• Engineering Evaluation Tests
• Release Mechanism Evaluation Tests
• Vibration Confidence Tests
• Flight Acceptance Tests
6.2 ENGINEERING EVALUATION TESTS
The objective of this test program was to verify that the SERT II Solar
Array mechanical deployment assembly would perform the deployment as de-
signed. These tests were not intended to be "qualification level tests"
to prove the original design integrity. They were only intended to pro-
vide confidence that the modifications to the qualified equipment had not
invalidated the flight worthiness of the solar array system.
This test program was limited to performance of ten solar array deployments.
6-1
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6.2.1 Test Specimen Design and Construction " The design and construc"
tion of the test specimen was in accordance with ШЗС Drawing 1386798,
SERT II Solar Array Evaluation and Confidence Test Module.
6.2.2 Test Set Up " The deployment tests were conducted, under ambient
test laboratory temperature and pressure conditions, using a test fixture
which simulated deployment of the solar array assembly in a zero gravity
environment. The array arm was supported at the center of each leaf by
low friction roller assemblies that rode in an overhead track.
Each roller assembly was adjusted to support only the weight of the leaf
to which it was attached. The leaves were allowed to both rotate and
translate along the overhead track. The mounting bed was supported by
a pedestal and counterbalanced about the support point to minimize the
loads imposed on the array assembly. While the array arm was extending,
the mounting bed was allowed to orient itself freely to its prealigned
position. After assembly of the solar array module in the test fixture,
the mounting bed assembly was aligned perpendicular to the extended solar
array arm. Extension of the array was initiated by remotely operating
the pin pullers with a pneumatic pin puller system.
6.2.3 Instrumentation " The actuator assembly, P/N 1368196"^ 01, was in"
strumented with strain gages which provided continuous readout of the
load being applied to the deployment mechanism arm assembly, P/N 1386726"
501, throughout the entire deployment cycle. Strip chart recordings were
made of this instrumentation readout.
6.2.Ц Photographic Coverage " High speed motion picture coverage was
provided during the entire deployment cycle to permit analysis of dis"
placements, velocities, and accelerations of the panel tip motion and
the angular motion of the inboard solar array panel.
Still camera coverage was provided to document the overall test setup
and to record possible test anomalies.
6"2
6.2.5 Solar Array Flatness Measurements - Panel flatness measurements
were obtained at the completion of each array extension. Angularity
measurements were taken at the hinge joints between panels 7 and 8, 5
and 6, and panels 1 and 2. The array panels are numbered outward from
the mounting bed and erection mechanism assembly interface.
6.2.6 Summary of Test Results - A summary of the results obtained during
the ten deployments is presented in Table 6-1. Excellent repeatability
of deployment times and panel flatness measurements was demonstrated for
each actuator linkage configuration tested. The actuator linkage config-
urations listed in Table 6-1 are described in Figure 6-1. Deployments
1 through 5 were conducted with the actuator linkage configuration A-C.
Average deployment time for this configuration was 53 6^ seconds. Tests
6 through 8 utilized actuator linkage configuration A-D. Deployment
time averaged £0.fJ8 seconds. The last two deployments were conducted
with actuator linkage A-E configuration. Average deployment time for
this configuration was U7-85 seconds. Actuator linkage configuration
A-C was selected as the optimum flight hardware design.
The maximum panel flatness misalignment recorded was one degree. This
measurement was recorded after the first deployment. The misalignment
was less than one degree on all subsequent deployments.
A detailed analysis of the film data was presented in LMSC/A925371, Test
Report, SERT II Solar Array Engineering Evaluation Test, dated 19 April
1968.
Based upon the test data analysis it was considered that the deployment
system as tested was adequate to perform the desired array deployment
function. However, analysis indicated that, under worst-on-worst con-
ditions involving weakest allowable spring forces and maximum array hinge
and wire bundle resistance, the array may fail to fully open the last £
degrees of travel.
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Ш5С was directed to replace the basic actuator spring with a spring
having a greater force constant. The change was based upon the results
of an analysis performed by the LMSG Dynamics Group which indicated that
the larger spring would provide added confidence of full deployment with"
out requiring redesign of other hardware.
The deployments performed as a part of the confidence tests,along with
the dynamic analyses performed after the tests, as well as the deploy"
ments performed as a part of the acceptance testing of the flight hard"
ware, proves that the new spring in the SERT II Solar Array application
is satisfactory.
6.3 SOLAR ARRAY RELEASE MECHANISM ENGINEERING EVALUATION TEST
The primary objective of this test program was to demonstrate that the
redesigned release mechanism would function properly under simulated
failure conditions which would require the array to deploy with either
pin puller being actuated individually with only a single squib firing.
Additional objectives were to demonstrate that the release mechanism
components would not physically interfere with the array deployment, and,
that the pyrotechnic shock caused by the new pin puller configuration
would not significantly degrade the power output capability of the solar
collector assemblies.
This test program was limited to 1 complete pneumatically activated solar
array deployment, electrical continuity, resistance, and power output
tests, and to pyrotechnically initiated tests of the redesigned pin
puller"tie rod release mechanism assembly.
6.3.1 Test Set Up " Three separate and distinct test set ups were re"
quired for this test series. They were as follows:
• Deployment and Power Output Tests " The deployment test was
conducted under ambient test laboratory conditions using the
same deployment test fixture described in Paragraph 6.2 above.
The tie rod assembly was instrumented with strain gages to
6"6
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facilitate monitoring tie rod strain during the tightening of the
clamp set screws during stowing operations. High speed motion
picture coverage was provided during th« entire deployment cycle
to permit analysis of displacements, velocities, and accelerations
of the panel tip motion and the angular motion of the inboard solar
array panel.
Power output tests of solar collector assembly under 1685 were
conducted using a light source while the test array was fully
extended in the deployment fixture.
Release Mechanism Evaluation Tests - The test specimen was mounted
on an Agena aft rack structure. The aft rack was in turn mounted
on a heavy load plate. A cable/bungee suspension system was used
to simulate a zero gravity condition on the panels. The zero G
simulation system was attached to a beam approximately 20 feet
above the floor.
The array was restrained during each release mechanism test to
restrict movement of the outboard panel to a maximum of 2k inches.
The release mechanism was actuated by firing live squibs in flight
type pin pullers.
Primary instrumentation consisted of three high speed motion pic-
ture cameras, two ENDEVCO 2225 crystal accelerometers, and two
calibrated strain gages. Secondary instrumentation consisted of
five current shunt bars for measuring squib current, and a voltage
monitor to record pyro power supply voltage.
Camera location and camera data is furnished in Figure 6-2.
The two ENDEVCO accelerometers were used to measure the magnitude
of the pyrotechnic shock near the center of a functional collec-
tor panel, and at a point on the supporting collector assembly
frame near the pin puller location.
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GRID 6" SQS.
CAMERA DATA
500 FPS-MITCHELL-ES-16
120°  SHUTTER
PLUS X NEGATIVE FILM
#1 - 32 MM LENS - VIEW LATCH
^2 - 25 MM LENS - VIEW TIE ROD
#3 - 32 MM LENS - OVERALL VIEW
IRIG TIMING
FILM LOG NO. OS3790
FIGURE 6-2
CAMERA POSITION FOR DATA RELEASE MECHANISM TEST
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6.3.2 Summary of Test Results " The SERT II Solar Array Release Mschan"
ism Engineering Evaluation Test Program was successfully completed on 11
September 1968. The test program consisted of the following tests:
• Electrical continuity, resistance, and high potential tests,
performed before and subsequent to the release mechanism tests.
• Six pyrotechnically actuated release mechanism tests with the
solar array restrained to limit maximum deployment to 2Ц inches.
• Array circuit continuity and resistance tests prior to and after
each release mechanism test.
• Squib circuit and fusistor resistance measurements before and
after each release mechanism test.
• One full deployment test using pneumatically actuated pin pullers.
• Solar Collector Assembly Power Output Tests accomplished before
and after the Release Mechanism Tests.
• Three solar collector assembly power output tests conducted at
the JPL Table Mountain Sunlight Test Facility.
Analysis indicates that all electrical test data obtained during the con"
tinuity, resistance, high potential, and power output tests were within
acceptable limits.
Evaluation of accelerometer measurements made in the course of operation
of the solar array release mechanism in various modes indicates that the
use of two pin pullers instead of one does not cause any significant in"
crease in shock level on the solar array structure or collector panels.
Six modes of operation of the release mechanism were successfully tested.
These were:
• Test 1 " Two pin pullers, four squibs. Array restrained so
that extension was prevented.
6"9
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e Test 2 - One pin puller, two squibs, followed 100 milliseconds
later by the remaining pin puller with two squibs.
• Test 3 - Number 1 pin puller with two squibs. Number 2 pin puller
with dummy squibs and not actuated.
• Test h - Number 2 pin puller with two squibs. Number 1 pin puller
with dummy squibs and not activated.
• Test £ - Number 1 pin puller only with one squib active.
• Test 6 - Number 2 pin puller only with one squib active.
The data films from the SERT II release mechanism tests have been reduced
to yield time histories of the motion of the torque tube clamps and solar
array panels. A deflection curve for the tie rod at the time its clamp
contacted the stop pad was also determined.
Although strain energy stored in the solar array by the torquing proced-
ure caused sizable initial angular rates in the torque tube clamps, anal-
ysis indicates that no interference problems exist between the rebounding
clamps and deploying solar panels even if no friction is present in the
clamp assemblies. Additionally, the predicted bending moment at the tie
rod base for a frictionless clamp assembly is lower than the bending moment
required to yield the tie rod.
Only a small portion of the energy input to the solar array during the
torquing procedure appears as kinetic energy of the solar panels. Con-
sequently, no significant decrease in predicted deployment times will
result.
A more detailed analysis of the results of this test program was presen-
ted in EMSC/A937U79, SERT II Release Mechanism Engineering Evaluation Test,
dated 11 October 1968.
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6.3.3 Conclusions " The primary objective of this test program was to
demonstrate that the redesigned solar array release mechanism would func"
tion as designed. Emphasis was placed upon testing of various squib"pin
puller failure modes. Specifically, LeRC direction required demonstration
of satisfactory single pin puller operation with either pin puller being
actuated by a single squib.
The second test objective was to demonstrate that the pyrotechnic shock
and pin puller operation would not significantly degrade the power out"
put capability of the solar collector assemblies.
The third objective of this test program was to demonstrate that there
would be no mechanical interference between the components of the release
mechanism system and the deploying solar array assembly.
All of the above objectives were satisfactorily met. LMSC considers
the solar array release mechanism system, as presently designed, qualified
to support LeRC specified SERT II mission requirements.
6. Ц SOLAR ARRAY MODULE CONFIDENCE TEST
The objective of this test program was to verify that the solar array as"
sembly will withstand the higher dynamic loading anticipated from the
Thorad launch vehicle.
This test program was limited to the following:
• Vibration tests of the solar array module in the X, T, and Z axes.
• Electrical continuity and harness resistance measurements.
• Deployment tests of the solar array module performed before and
after vibration tests.
e Power output tests of Solar Collector Assembly, Serial 16£7*
conducted before and after vibration tests.
• Sunlight testing of Solar Collector Assembly, Serial 1657* con-
ducted at the JPL Table Mountain Test Facility, Vfrightwood, California.
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The design and construction of the test specimen was in accordance with
DEC Drawing 1386798, SERT II Solar Array Evaluation and Confidence Test
Module, except that pneumatically actuated pin pullers were used to
initiate deployment of the array.
6.li.1 Test Set Up "
• Deployment Tests " The deployment test was conducted, under am"
bient test laboratory temperature and pressure conditions,
using a test fixture which simulated deployment of the solar
array assembly in a zero gravity environment as described in
Paragraph 6.2 above.
The tie rod assembly was instrumented with strain gages to
facilitate torquing the clamp assemblies to specified values
during solar array stowing operations. The output of the two
calibrated strain gages was continuously monitored with а BLH
SR4, Model 120, Strain Indicator and а ВШ PSBA"20, Model 3»
Balance Unit during the torquing operation.
Electrical continuity and insulation resistance measurements
were obtained using a Solar Array Test Console, Part Number
11;12б10"17Н, and appropriate interconnect adapter cables and
test leads.
Power output tests were conducted with the array fully deployed
in the extension fixture and the Light Source Assembly, Part
Number 1365Ы4.6"17Н, positioned 5 * 0.25 inches from the active
collector panel.
Solar array deployment times were derived from analysis of film
data.
High speed motion picture coverage was provided during the entire
deployment cycle to permit analysis of displacements, velocities,
and accelerations of the panel tip motion, and the angular motion
of the inboard solar array panel.
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• Vibration Tests - A 15 thousand powid force shaker was used
for all vibration tests. For the X-axis and Z-axis vibration
tests the test specimen was mounted on a heavy steel table
which rested in a horizontal position on 7 Team tables. The
armature of the shaker was rotated to the horizontal.
For the Y-axis vibration test the specimen was mounted on an
aluminum table which in turn was attached to the shaker arma-
ture. The armature was rotated to the vertical position for
this portion of the test.
The solar array test console described above was moved from
the Solar Array Test Facility and used to measure insulation
resistance subsequent to vibration testing in the X and Y
axes.
Twenty-three ENDEVCO accelerometers were mounted on the solar
array structure. Three control accelerometers, Numbers 1,2,
and 3» were mounted to the attachment fixture.
Two calibrated strain gages were bonded to the small end of
the tie rod, 180°  apart, to facilitate torquing the clamp
assemblies.
Still camera coverage was provided to document the overall
test setup and to record possible test anomalies.
The setup for the Table Mountain panel power output tests
is shown in Figure 6.3.
6.^ .2 Summary of Test Results - The results of the electrical continuity,
resistance, and power output tests indicate that all parameters measured
were within acceptable limits.
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The data films from the pre" and post"vibrational Solar Array Deployment
tests have been reduced to yield time histories of the motion of the solar
array tip. Analytical time histories of array tip motion for the minimum
and maximum time deployments expected under test conditions have also been
determined. The test and analytical time histories are in close agreement
throughout extension of the solar array. Both the pre" and post"vibration"
al deployment times were within the range of times predicted by analysis.
The results of the pre"vibration and post"vibration solar collector assem"
bly panel power output tests are summarized in Table 6"2. Due to inclement
weather at the Table Mountain test site over an extended period of time, it
was necessary to conduct the post"vibration test using a calibrated Standard
Sunlight Simulator.
Comparison of the pre"vibration and post"vibration test results indicates
that no significant decrease in panel power output capability resulted from
the vibration testing.
TEST
Pre"Vibration
(Sun Simulator)
Pre"Vibration
Sunlight
Post"Vibration
Sun Simulator
PANEL
NUMBER
1657
1657
1657
Voc
U3.1
U3. 2
1*з.з
Isc
680
683
667
OUTPUT
VOLTS
3U.O
3^ .0
31+. о
MA
621
623
596
TABLE 6"2
POWER OUTPUT TEST RESULTS
6"lU
The test data did not reveal any unusual activity of the structure during
vibration test and the solar array structure and the active panel showed
no signs of functional or structural degradation subsequent to the confi-
dence tests.
The solar array has, therefore, demonstrated capability to withstand vibra-
tion environment in excess of the expected flight environment.
A more detailed presentation of the Solar Array Module Confidence Test set
up description and subsequent test data analysis was presented in LMSC/
A93891+1, SERT II Solar Array Module Confidence Test, dated 25 October 1968.
A summary of the results of the Solar Collector power output tests has been
included in this report since the test was not completed in time to be in-
cluded in the test report cited above.
6.5 FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE TESTS
The SERT II flight solar array modules were tested in accordance with LMSC
Specification 1^ 20657- The acceptance test program consisted of the
following:
* Inspection of all hardware for satisfactory compliance with
engineering drawings.
• Harness resistance and electrical continuity measurements.
* Extension limit switch electrical and mechanical function
tests.
e Thermistor probe continuity tests.
e Solar collector panel GO-NO-GO power output tests.
• Mechanical push-pull force measurements of the solar array
assembly.
e Solar array assembly to mounting bed assembly alignment
verification.
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• Hold down clamp and tie rod release mechanism operation under
pin puller simulated failure conditions.
• Array deployment tests under simulated zero gravity conditions.
The test set up for this test program was essentially the same as described
in Paragraph 6.2.
6.5.1 Summary of Acceptance Test Results Data Recording " The test data
covering the solar array module electrical acceptance tests are recorded
on the data sheets accompanying LMSC Test Procedure МГР 305U8. The data
covering the mechanical alignment and deployment tests are recorded on the
data sheets accompanying ПЕС Test Procedure МГР 305h.9. Additional data
for solar array deployment analysis are recorded on film number OS 3799.
All data indicated above are included with the DD"250 Data Package.
6.^ .2 Hardware Review " A review of all hardware and wiring installation
indicated satisfactory compliance with the engineering drawings except
that application of thermal reflective tape had not been accomplished.
The launch date slip, under Contract Change Order Number 12 to NAS 3"11512
contract will alter this requirement. Therefore, completion of this item
is being held in abeyance pending engineering documentation revision.
6.5.3 Electrical Tests and Alignments " The test data recorded in МГР"
305U8 and МГР 305U9 have been reviewed. All acceptance criteria have
been met.
6.5"U Solar Array Deployment Tests " The data films from the deployment
tests on the 1365U51"505 and 1365U51"507 SERT II solar array modules were
reduced to yield time histories of the motion of the solar array tip.
Analytical time histories of array tip motion for the minimum" and
maximum"time deployments have also been determined. The deployment times
for the flight solar array modules, as determined by testing, are all
within the range of deployment times predicted by analysis.
6"16
The deployment times recorded during testing of the "50? solar array
module were 33.3, 33.1, and 30.0 seconds. Hie deployment times recorded
during testing of the "505 solar array module were 33"0» 31«6, and 32.ii
seconds. The deployment times are all within the range of 29.6 to ЦО.З
seconds as predicted to occur by analytical methods.
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SECTION T.O
CONCLUSION
A thorough review of the designs, hardware, test program, test data,
engineering analysis, and Product Assurance assessments of the SERT II
Solar Array has been completed. The review concludes that the SERT II
Solar Array meets or exceeds all requirements of the Statement of Work,
Contract NAS 3"11512 with the exception of the predicted on orbit open
circuit voltage maximums.
The present predicted maximum open circuit voltages for a March launch
are 83.1 volts and Ul.5 volts respectively for the Thrustor and House"
keeping sections. The present maximum permissible open circuit voltages
are 75"0 volts and 35"0 volts.
LMSC has submitted a letter to LeRC requesting that the maximum permiss"
ible open circuit voltages be increased to 85.0 volts for the Thrustor
Section and 1*3"О volts for the Housekeeping section. Action is pending
on this request at the time of publication of this report.
7"1
SECTION 8.0
ADDENDUM
The summary reports on the following pages 8.2, 8.7 and 8.9 cover the
results of solar array module modifications and testing activities occur-
ring subsequent to the scheduled issue date of the final report.
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MISSILES
 In rci,iy refcr to:
& SPACE # i
COMPANY 6
10 September 1969
Mr. C. Sic^ert, Project Manager (6 суо)
P51S II fxilar Array # Hall Stop 5^3
K*»3'\ Jr.#vi'j Keoc#jrch Center
21000 Iioo4;urk Koad
CievoLjMd, Ohio U135
Subject: Eurar.ary Tect Report on Array Modulo Ibdificctiori, Shade
Shield Installation, and Thcrraal Taping SRuT II Solar
Array Contract MAS 3#11512
Kefcivnce: (a) Contract Au'endracnt Ho. I'l to Iv'S >П512, 23 Hay 1969
(b) Contract Aacndoent Ho. 12 to KAS 3#Upl2, 8 Kov. 1968
Dear 2ir. Sicgert:
T#ip ,^u'.)O3e O'? this eusiiary report ia ti describe cnuificctioac of tl^e fJElo? II
Ai7#ay Ajftcribliofj occoafjilltshc'd Jn eonplionce vrlth ЛеГегспсст (о) aud (b),
cl to ttv. uii?o the ^esulcs of tiic post nouilMcnt.'.on buK'L* ia оссоччЪлчсе vith
noj'o^rci.aj 0.3* Exhibit Л of subject contract. Vjcoullui^y, each irodule д,тг«&
Г^од 1Ъэ shipping coirb'jincr and the arrc/y asci^bUy retuvcu fron tho
bed. 'Глс colsr аггоу аозепЗ^Исз i.'cre codiileJ by chortin^ out ujx
Bvbroc!\ilc#5 in ench of tiie thirty#eight colar collector po'ielo vlricli conprisc
the thiviter cectiou of each aaaembly.
A sxn chade#shield for the short clrcirtt cm'rcnt tebt cell on the# four cell
o оьзстаЬ1у vas designed, fabricated, and installed.
l tape л;аз insta3J.ed on the 1365U51#50Y raodaD.e in lieu of the #505 module
I'ocult of the launch cljte chatise fi'om a spring to a fall la ouch.
ice; 5.113 dia.rJ.ngG ancl t2ie solar array roodule assu
c>J to spezify rr>'ilficatio:i and retost reqx'irerentn. Ке",: r?nGh uvnbcrs
vcrc crecjtea for t/ie Soldr Array Ibclule Асзе*Л,(1у Вгалп1п,> 15^ 5 ^ 51# 5
char.~od to #509 and 1365^51#^ OT vas chanced to #511.
Folio шгд ijrxlii'icatio#j#i, electrical and ttecbanical t^i.ts vere
occo'j jlichcd to verify coufoirunic \dt)i t2ie rviviscd npeciflcatior. oni
re a
Each I'^dale vc#s rce^sorfible'l, ctowed idfi c3 .^r.ip ауситЪЗЛев torque1 to flirjri
valvia^, elcctvicc)3Jy o.otoi for ciirait. reoiotsncc ar.d continuity, rotuz#u«?d to
tlieir rojpsctivc shj p/dn^ cont#.inerc, and placed in t?rj.i>orory
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D I V I S I O N O F L O C K H E E D A I R C R A F T C O R P O R A T ' O M
'5T ПчРОКР
KAS 3#13512 #2#
Description of Solar Collector Asscribly Ilodificntion ana
After removal from the mounting bed, each color array assembly was installed in
tho vertical holding fixture and the specified cubaodulsa prepared for eoldcring
by rei,iovinG thorite 1 point and cleaning arson where Jumper vires were to Ъо soldered.
The silicon thoiTjal paint was removed by etching with Lonco Number 50^ Creaia Wire
Stripper. After paint rcraoval, the areas to be soldered were thorouchly cleaned
vith 1зорготчзЗ alcohol. Shorting was accomplished by soldering two Dhort Jumper
vives to each subbodule. Continuity teotn vere then performed to verify shorting.
The polder Joints end adjacent areas vcrc Inspected, cleaned with Isopropal
a.Vo]io1, and the rc#.;oivccd areas repainted %dth theria#jl cilicon paint.
Electrical insulation reeistancc, continuity, end illumination tests were perfor#ned
on each color aric'y asseribly efter cordp3.etioa of nodiilcatlon of subrioduleo.
Ii/^alation rcsiGijnce und continuity ncecurcinants, in ci^J. cafjeu, mot cpcclfication
rcqaircxioutt; of ^C1 tic^oli'iio ninlwaa for in^uldtlon rccicjtjnce an^ 0.85 ohi.io
for co^.tiuuzlty.
I13vjiina1..5o;i testc \icrc conducted to determine ohvirt circi'it cxuvcnt, output
tsnc^ оро:г circxut vcl#ой^с#. All ehort, circuit current ncjcm#ei'icnt#; rr.cc o:% or.cocdod
•Km idiii#.глч tcct rcriairca#nt of k^O riA. All ovt#jub load mcasurc'CKjntB rit"t Uift
niiiir'am tcct 3iiJ.t of 375 C'A at 30 vdc. Орел circuit voltoc#' noc#JLU#er.'JirLo c»iv
£Л_ллэгЛ_с й in Ccsblee 1 оП<д 2. Kie teso results tsi.o'a un uvera{.,G lecluction of
up^io:.ir'uj ocly 3 Volts £er collector asr^e^ly as a reov.lt of t5ie subroclu3^2 modiil-
c^tion.
resistance and continuity ten to vero rf4ixijted for each r/)dule after
w.6 Ъеси rco
i3sc#:.il/led, sto'./ed, and torquod to fliglit vjlues» All reiiiotanco and
uiasui#eiaonta confon.isd to specification requirements.
P D: i^ha 'ic#ffliolcl Ins ta lla tion
'j?he do#.':##;! dj#avJns for the ntan^rd Four Coll Ji>#3ule Acucufoly, LC'EC l>rdvinc 135C722,
^•aь ic\#is.:.1 to defiiiJ t#ic cieslj^, installnirion and fili£$m!icnL icquJreU'.nt^ ior a
ch-jJc-jr-icjUvI for t'ie uJ.ori-circxdt curix-iiu tout cell. Ali^irjeao requircuiu:its wore
ac
е upper CJ&5 of the chtido#chield sliall huvc a irdninMa vertical
^lit, above the active eurfacc of the short circuit current
control coll, of .280 inclioa oncl a horizontal die. ounce, л"гол
tne edge of the active оигГ^се, of .000 ir.chee ^ .005 inch.
Pout inbidllation rirtaeuremGnts confinood that the chada#Bhield alignmant require#
verc iaet.
Tfi'##n,ial 'Тп^хз Ini'.td 11л t i on
tcrj>e HaO insbaUnd on tho 1365^ 51#507 (vedesicnated #51l) uwdnle only, in
coaoliance vit:i Fofercnoo (b). Application of the thoi.'nai. tap»#1, to support d fall
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SIMIAHY TEST KEPORT
COIfjJRACT WAS 3-11512 -3-
Panel
IJuriber
1*2
39
36
33
30
27
2U
21
10
15
12
9
6
3
* 2
* 5
* S
* 11
* IT
* 20
23
-505
1*3.0
la.o
1*3.0
1*2.0
1*2.0
l£.0
1*2.0
1*1.0
1*2.0
i*2.o
42.0
1*2.0
1*1.0
1*2.0
1*2.0
1*2.0
1*2.0
1*2.0
1*1.0
1*2.0
1*2.0
1*2.0
1*2.0
-509
1*0.0
1*0.0
1*0.0
Uo.o
1*0.0
1*0.0
Uo.o
1*0.0
39.0
1*0.0*
1*0.0
1*0.0
1*0.0
1*0.5
1*0.0
1&.0
1*3.0
Wr.O
1*3.0
i*i*.o
V*.o
1^3.5
1Ю.О
Table 1
SOLAR COLLECTOR PAHEL ШШШАТ10П 5ССЭГ RESUMES
(#У Module)
Open Circuit Panel Open CircvdLt
Voltage Number
26
29
32
35
38
1*1
1*1*
U3
1*0
3T
3^31
28
25
22
19
16
13
10
Т
i*
1
.505
1*2.0
1*2.0
1*2.0
1*2.0
1*2.0
1*2.0
1*2.0
1*2.0
1*2.0
1*2.0
1*2.0
1*2.0
1*2.0
1*2.0
1*2.0
1*2.0
te.o
1*2.0
1*2.0
1*2.0
te.o
1*2.0
$509
1*0.0
1*0.0
1*0.0
39$0
1*0.0
1*0.0
1*0.0
1*0.0
1*0.0
1*0.0
1*0.0
1*0.0
1*0.0
1*0.0
'*0.0
1*0.0
1*0.0
llO.O
1Ю.О
1*0.0
ItO.O
1*0.0
«• These t>oneln vere not modified
** Со1иш under #505 lists pre#modiflcation V
oc
 tect resulto
#509 coltam shows post#nodiflcation test resvuts
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Tablo 2 v
SOLAR COLLECTOR PAHEL ILLUMHTATION TEST RESULT3
(+У Module)
Panel Open CircxuLt Panel Open Circuit
Voltar.c Ruribor
** „507 #15ЛЛ. **^507#511
1*5 1*2.0 3S.O # 2o 1*2.0 1*0.0
1*2 44.0 1*0.0 29 1*2.0 40.0
39 1*3.0 1Ю.О 32 1*2.0 39.5
36 1*3.0 1*0.0 35 1*2.0 1*0.0
33 1*2.0 1*0.0 33 1*2.0 1*0.0
30 1*2.0 liO.O 1*1 1:2.0 1*O.O
27 1*3.0 1*0.0 1*1* 1*3.0 1*0.0
2*1 1*3.0 3^.0" 1*3 Ii2.0 1*0.0
21 1*3.0 ЗУ.5 1*0 1*2.0 40.0
18 1*3.0 4o.5 37 42.o 1*0.0
15 1*4.0 1*0.0 34 1*2.0 1*0.0
DP. 1*3.0 l;0.0 31 ^3.0 1*0.0
9 1*3.0 liO.O 23 42.0 1*0.0
б 1*1.0 53.5 2? 1:2.0 1;O.O
3 1*3.0 33.5 22 1*3.0 1Ю.О
* 2 1*3.0 1*3.0 19 42.0 1*0.0
* 5 42.0 43.0 16 43.0 40.0
* 8 43.0 1*2.0 X3 42.0 40.0
* n 43.0 1*3.5 ' 10 4s«o 'ю.о
* 14 42.0 4з.о 7 42.0 4o.o
* IV 43.0 44.0 4 ' 42.0 1*0.0
* 20 43.0 '*4.0 1 43.0 40.0
23 42.0 4o.o
* These panels were not
** СЫгша under "507 lists pre"codlfication V
oc
 test rcr.ults
"511 coliEaa ehovB poct"nodlflcation test results
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"5"
launch, had been delayed until thlo taore convenient time when the Solar Array
would be removed from the mounting bed for the panel modifications»
X"R y^ of Pyrotechnic Htnrnosn Connectora
X"roy tentc wore made on all pyrotechnic harneso connectors becauco of a suspected
thin veil condition. Two connectors were found to be defective and vere replaced
and successfully retorted for insulation resistance end circuit continuity.
Cor.eli\>jone cn;l Reconracndations
An*alyf}jc of pro" and post"njoclification teat data оЬо\тв that the codification of
the cola.." collector o^senibliec effectively reduced tho open circuit voltage by
approxj'rjtely 3 Volte per panel. Alco, i"esults of reoletance and continuity
tcotc, conductod vitJi each ax'rtsy extended and in t}ie ctovcd position, ohowe that
prcv3.c,un accoptiince ti?:;t3 have not been invalidated durinc the todificcition
aculv.lty. Hoover, it should be noted that poot"nodlfl cation array
torta \<"re not conducted in conjunction 4Jith this modification program.
It ic Ь'ЗС'в reconrtvoncUition tliat the S4HP II So3^ ;r Arz"ay Modules are ready to
the SUET II Miscion full launch period.
MIBSILES С; КРАСЕ СОМРАШГ
DIVISIOWBPACU
VEf'u"EDftehc
cc: Kr. L. E. Li^ ht, M.S. 500"110
1IA65A Lr"^ rio Kesearch Center
Cleveland, Oido Ы'135
111*. S. J. Fc)xinich
. 533
14r. F. J. Barber
KASA Levis reseorch Center
r ~s "
'^"
Contracts
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MISSILES
12 DeccMLer 1969
COMPANY
Mi . Cliff Sie^rt, Project Manager (6 copies)
STJKT JI Solar* Array # Mall Stop 5^#3
КлУА I/;wi«; Кееог#геЬ Center
21UCO Lrcokpark Road
С1е\еЬгД , Ohio 1Л13.5
SUL'OLOi': GCf.4VRY Т~.~Ы КПРОГ.Т ON ЛЛГЛУ MODULE ТЖЫ'Л!, ТЛР1ПС# СПЛОТИ AW)
DEPLOY; LT:MT TESTS, GKRT n COLAK AT^AY COIITKACT KAS 3#11512
(a) Change Orders» 21 and 22 to Contract NAG 3#11.512
Dear ICr.
ry report ifl кхОягЛоЬсй . in .accordance v j th Paragraph Ь.2, E/hl>iJt A,
of r.i.ojcet сол^гло! to clor#crit'j tho thornal tap\)i^; choii^c icco ,A li?] # #1 #.no to
f#uir:. L'rl7.c 1.1ч"1 ri'it'#dlts of ariay nodule dcolojjtiC#iit tiihts couduci/jcl. Ti#c. t l#t i 1.4.1
t 'O#ln^; ci.ui^o fi.d cionloj'jr.ont tcntn wej#e acconplir#hed by authrrily "/ Kv Гиз#ел'_\:
(^ ) c] .ir
 Oc
TJic solar ar#v.y rao'JulPS 136>'i 51# Ь£>9 ж*# #511 '.ггге rnmo^ed
conlaiiiers . Thcrico.'! t,v>in2 vae rcmovc'l fron th? #511 nodi Ic (I'VDJ. L#4int:h Сол#
f j<ravuoion) t^d proper tapiiifi vas applied to thj #509 i"O'3i Vj (rjj.rinc j.#ioii h
C<jii f.
 0j#> ,#vt i.on ) . As a renult of tM.s change tvc #5li nc'#lule re у#ег1г\Т to L'.o
#507 arid the #509 to the #505 dash nxW>ei# idsntifj cations.
^\n abbreviated deploym^t test vas performed eucccr#pfully on t#ach r.ioiule. The
extetiPJon tljno was 35 г#eeonds for th^ #505 Module and 37 гееочсЛк for tie #5^7
I'.odule. Both extension times vcre within the specified value#» of ^.0 to h^> rccondr,
A elicit adjustment to the pOrier ha.rnc#6R service loop had to be t t a ' c cliuinj;, tha
extension t^Pt propnrcvtjons to ftilow the array to fully open. ThJ£ e^rvxce loop
had Ъгеи forced in accoi dance vith htirr>oe>0 inr>t»llution drauia^B at tho time the
array vinp; vac reapsei#iblcd to the mounting hed r#ubr,cquent to the thvuntcv panel
modificatione. At that time no deployment tepus were conducted to cunfirra the
udequacy of the rervice loop.
to the thermal tapinp, chan^ and durirc the dei)loymsnt oer.t pbafe,
array modules verc subjected to a dc^iueoinr; ргоссев irith rnafjriotic f j n D
tity rcoasurer.ents taken. T)ic repultc of this activity are covered in a c
Jettsr report.
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A GROUP D I V I S I O N СГ UOCKHCED A I R C R A F T CO ПРО R ATI ON
Mr. П. W. Flolu In reply refer to:
2 1мзс/л$Сз923/6э$20/533
SUBJECT: SIH!ARY TEST REPORT ON ARRAY М01ЛЯЕ TKKHMAL TAPliNC CIIA.NGE AI.TD
DEPLOYMENT TE3T3, DFltt' II GOIAR ARTAY С01Ш'АСТ KAS 3#11^3 2
Followinc co'iriiletion of the deployment tests, the array modules were etoved
witli clcunp assemblies torqued to fliclit valuec, electrically tested for cir#
cuit continuity Raid insulation rer.iptance, and placed in their storage/ship#
ping containers. Insulation resistance впд. continuity meapu.rei7ient#p pet
specification xequireinents of 50 иудоЬше minimum for insulation resistance,
and 0.85 oliniR jiV#iximuin for continuity.
The arroy module e are now configured for a spring launch period and are ready
to support the SERT II roier#ion.
LOCKHEED KJSSILES R. SPACE CO!ttJAHY
SPACE SYSTEIK DIVISION
\TP/CRM/ep "V~. "F. Peterson,
Military/NASA Contracts
CC: Mr. L. E. Lifht, Mail Stop 500#310
MGa Lewis Rcpoarch Center ____
Cleveland, Onio
Mr. S. J. Rspanich
AbTclR/WAJSA Representative
ШСС#Blde. 538
Mr. F. J. Barber
NASA Lewie Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio
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M I S S I L E S
& S P A C E
г # ^клолмх / In **№ ^ for to:C O M P A N Y
69#20/536
17 December 19^9
Fr. C. Hi с < rt, Projc#ct ll'tnarjjr (v/6
r^iU II iv.l#i!/ Anvjr # I .oil Ctop 5^#3
IT'v'iA L.vib Г:~г<ггеп Center
?10C'J IJrcc! #xv. v; Ис#н"
e#i.vid , 0#ii'j UH35
Subject: Sujv ".^vy Letter Report en T^gaubsinc rnd Magnetic Field
Me.# u#v#.Kuts of SLTvT II Solar Array I'.ortulcb Cuitr?cb j^f j 3#1 1^ 12
Rofeir#.ice : (A) VEC '.Г.*' (А9б0705) to LoKC, Subject: STW II Solor Array
Crut.roct IL\S 3#H51?, 1гоъ,.::з1 for D2£cvi&li)2 S :^ Arsvy
blccLulc^ fad ifeanuving riclcl Intcii&itio^, clj.tec' JP Цсл^.^ег
19о9
Dear hr. SJojert:
T'ro P 'J .p Cv.' of i!)xr, £лиаи\чту report ir, to cleot'J'ibf# ih1; do, у и# rin^, of th'.## OLI"(JL II
Sclor Ar jvy ij<..dii3.cs ьл"1 to y.Lu чг1к#> tbo rjri4lto of t#'c > . i , M \ j i jv.
int## «###itJes b'oasured cu the deployed ;jtv;iy noctulen. T.ar, e f i c r i , т#i.. nc
lui#jt r •' Ci\HC b e Oxucrs 21 глл 22 as prupc sed in Reference ( A ) .
A tsr,t future v/oc built vhieh ccnsJst^d of 300 tuivio of cOiiiv«To.it 3D f,#j;A> v/ire,,
SU:KCJ. J/^ i#icb гад ro en г. vooden strur#turc roctiu^tilf^ in shc#мо d#d cf ctL"=<isiosJ
сграЪЗе о* enclor?in{', the to3d#?d artoy in oituer of tin tvo 1пп^,ез rt#'ic#, (ло>гс<>;.
3 ft liit#U lj' 7 it vide by 7 j't Icncj) . ?I~xKu:<i eurre'it vac 8 l/'i ;.мхгч,е at Co Kv,
vhi<#li »гв ebti.<iai,eu to pi^vldc а 10 £,uuss ficla vithii: tbc col?..
A3.3. field ctren.ith mear.urcriints vere made vith a Hsliilux, Kf<G'"?tLc Aspect B^ssor
(Tyi*3 Я/а!#3, Serial Itotber 3 1ГА) nianu fee cared by Schouor#?d#& i'aotraiu^zjt Co., bil.cr
Spri.ncj;, Jl#irylmad. Thin instrAMont (hereafter called the nagnc#Ьс, ctc#r) prcA'i'Vf. r
voltage output prjport.io.io.l to fi^ld Gtrt#i'gLh (thG scaT'? factor i:, ().?5 ^#lU'b/volt) .
Eocli eol'.r urroy rn^'Julo vi'#з de^i#ubSCu in th2 folded connc;urati'.4i witl i f'5ml ronidu vl
ma^'i' tic fj. ' ld Gtxe'#сЛ^ Mjct.rve.ient..: pon'oriiod in the o'ccndcd poritj.t.n. Тс « 'гяэше
the C'fj.octl\sneo6 of t#vi cctvu£.!J\!:' coil., one magnetized cclar co!3.er;t(ir r-tro-^My
(p"d) Vi E. i-ocibUiv-Tl :m I flec'Hir- x.--7 . Ki,fyietO'.i"'t^r p.oynutvui-ntn t°!on hcaoiv .ujd oltej
the vicr/.uf.oin:1; prut-ess ib.lifat&l th'it the panel v/м, c#f Ccc
u
ive3.y «7 .r.ci #.it#ti^cl. D J i i C '
en'? рч.и! aj; n Ы.#Ле unit, tfi ? arr^y nc<3ul.c was Cfnsioejvft c^ u frouj"» of rnjnetlx
oipolcc cc'noriLutiUi.; to cc. '# j ...its i#a^#ctlc ^ejmators. Ti^ Tol'ictf arruy K&lulp \MS
c#on#.icV.#re a iv., tniVv.# {,#•"# '"^•!# # 1А'#5 ct tii# oeat<# r cf e#.tch сточр cf fol'1. d г^сч'!': nlop;#; Hi##;
\r i 'ec ay.io fKi г ,«.. ^##""'i''1 •# ^# at t'. о ':#jntfr of csch С/'^Ч#1 с,*' p.#f#rl# al< >> 1'к ч iovtM#
U4irj . ?.c j v'l^'r.tc#r :'i#rc ;ol:# v #о 14'':^ч f.l". tney poiur,u л. a л. fj,4/'# i'i
8#9
A G R O U P D I V I S I O N O F I O C K H I E D A I R C R A F T C O R P O R A T I O N
_ S U N N Y V A I E .
To: iu. C1HY Gu ;ei t , Н/'ПЛ T / R C
bm/j : £>им"г.л у bailor Kepvii t on D r p v u o & l n f i and Magnetic Field
Int# 4!,ity ]'.'..v.ui4#Tii>iil.s of ПьИТ II Soltn Array Modules
Cono.iet W\"> 3#13512
the effectiveness of the dc^'usslng process. К ich open array module vas cons irte red
to cunsibt of 15 generator» in the plane of the nriuy along the center of ea<_h half#
Icaf rnd 3 LPnciators In the plane of t!ic аггяу о long trie center of each of the
three ivu. 'c of 1^> panels. Mat#,nctomoter nioasurrmen
1
 s vere taken ot thebc points to
es&i_ss, the :. c#yiituOe of residual magnetism reiuii)iint; after the dccouseinn proeer.y of
the iold#_>d n'udule .
llultih.cod nai/ictcmciers, ((#.roc'lObiLtcro) vhich vould provide automatic null of the
errth i limnetic l ield лхге nul ovtiliable. Therefoie, the follc#vinp; pioceduic van
o d v o t ~ d ior the merbmvMMitc of the nodules in both deployed end folded configurations
I'33":;t чЛи м з ay v?o pay. lea") 1 у removed a sufficient di.<;tmcc to preclude affecting the
ii::ed r> 'fuetc^ieter herd. Кзх1 the inr>tru.'ent vac aliened such th't the ir
f.'ive n j,c#ro < atj 'ot foi all fc>lded prrpy ti'eoaureracntn or a constant reference
for i iuTburui 'CntG in the open array position, thus effectively nullinr, out e f fect? , of
the ea/I l l ' s IJeld s t i i ig th . Finally, the folded nrrny van moved to a clor:c pro#ttnity
of the i'." .nietonistor hi'od (20 to 5*3 inches) pnd the volTtu^e chnn^#1 and dioUnice \7n<5
recorded.
Tae de^russ procedure vas to incert the nodule into the coil, sicvly lncrprtr.e the
current, cubjc#ct thrt ui.it to tho nijxi'nu.' f je ld Ic/r a bhovt рсч#icd of t3i.o, t h f n
blo#'ly decre.#TjC the field to y.ero. A typical seou°nc e vss 2 minuter. ri:.c tзнг^
2 i.iini#i/es, corik, fn.d a 2#ninute decay tJive. Af ter the c'e^zu:,t Jua, nr#c&arc in jntB of
field strength ft vuryint d j r , t r n c e r > ^/cre rect#xxled. Thj.s pi#oocdure \ r i s •>ччрсчИ t#d ninny
tn.'e;, vith лтгз 'оиь mocnile ofji 'nt ' .tioiia vitlu'n the coil. VJ l ien thi. ii. i f .ucLoik#tor rc#t'n in,;
bho\ c? no ii • ; 'C31 r'.'duotion of field st^en^th the }>roCtJure v.>b tciinin^te^. Tli3
procc'^iuc i# idu#cd tho hi^h initial rordingf, to 1/2 or Зекь but had я Зсь^ег a f fect in
reduej.dc v,;l\>.#r, vliicli vt#re inttiolly lov.
A f t e r cn. i inlct ion of Ihe devour, с inc. operation tho arr iys verc given ;i dcpV>yin#nt tcj.t.
8Лг.соцг> И to dfp 1 nyn.rnt a b'#quencc of т '1^че1ог )с1ез § i vnd j т^с; var. t r l ' n i v l n l o tlie гт " п у
vtv', in t'^e t ' tcndc# i in an от„и poultion. ЬЧсл1''£' I r-u.iiMinr.i.v.C's the -^'J'} ncxlule пч/,14.1,0#
rnete; read in.",:, (in nillivoltc) л/hl le Figure 2 prcv>cleri s imilar dai,' for the #i»07 i# 'oc lul f .
Ет#h оГ Llv rci'din^s M'IS taJ eu at a const'mt diblunce of yj inches frciii tho ьй^о of
c#.ch of the dcbiL.nc.ted ni^netlc generator.
For the assess lent of the residual ma^netis.a remrinin£ In the агзму ituodulefs, the tol#r.l
ь(".''1ео vain1 "PS detc^'i^ned. This cTetcn.p nation wr? «ric1^ by th^ r,i'r#ui^t11 oo еГ thn
Ks\.rjbf;be/ rt# r values in nillivoli.5. obtained at a ?o inch distance a lor j^ the b c i L o i . i of
tho aripy ficn each hali#le^f. From Flei'iv 1, tho totnl for tlK #^O'j iiio"1u"'e in
2^ millivoltb, and fioir. Fi<^uic 2, the total for the #50Y mcxlale 1.3 Po millivolt.',.
A^f.u'iin^ each mcnetic ^,c#nei\.tor to be at ci distance r elonj, the e:;t^nf;lor. of tho
lon;;i tudjnal axis of the mo^uet end g,ivon the mcj/ieoie f i; ld int#;nr.it
v
v H (;so derived
iron1 '• i^iet'TiC#t'T rot#din? tnkcri nt ЛзгИчпсе r) the ria^;ifb3c moment л:ао calculated to
he:
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To: Mr. Cliff Siec'.vrt, К'ЛСЛ LcRC
Sub.}: Su'#'vy Letter Kopc.rt on Dc£"-uoBi:i;i trud K'-cactic Field
IuUnr;ity Ke^Kurcmcnto cf УКНТ II Cc.lar Array Mcxiulct.
Contr.#'.ct KAS 3#1153.2
Гч , # З
For #yj'j Mo
For #507 M
= (2.05)(.0;?U)(30)3
= (?.*ao|)(2l4# х 10"3) (27 х 103)
о
«= 13^ 3 euuKs#centlraete#r
^ о
М = 2.05 gauss cm /volts in
= (2.05) (.023)(30)3
# (2.05)(28 х 10~3)(27 х 103)
e
 1550 gauss#centimeter
Tiivi\#:"c# o e; UK#' total moment of both ncrlules in tijipi#fo:im#'<t'.ly 2*>'#)0 f,'H:r:i;#
It vn;; fOicvn t'v#vt tii^# r.olnr tu'.cciy module» v/orc effectively uef;.i.u:;s(.'d to я lev»..#] v.}i j . i .h
rcKiO.tc in ixsiciual r,:a
v
r;nctlc ino#i^nt on the order of 3^00 jyiunn#ciii#'*. T.:',".C с.'шгк#t p#.r#kf.#
rn cxi'.ct cv#'3.u #.tion of the voctor diroc#iion of the rcaiciu##»! \::r4;n::liy.::'<#\oi t (iuc to tij ..•
limit" .tio:ir, С'Г the iTir,t>.4iv.«ntr;.ticn that vru: Rvoilnble PTK) ucecl. Tl<## ' i<#>;##:;1.UtOr ar#;
CBtivi#.'#tc d by linear emulation ia le«a than ЗООЭ fjauBS#cm^ for botli mc^ul .#r ; . I'#ifjC
oxi^ri./nct; iiitlicates this is a practical lover Umit vith furtlv?r гс#ЛитИоп I'c.#quii'Ii*/'.
highly Ej#ocirli7.c6. nncl sophisticated equipment enA fncj.D.itfc:; . Л tt.#K9v.jti'1. по#ц.#м t \ч»1ис
of 3000 c:iu?s#cin3 ip v?ell vithin the al3_c"..rance гаоДе in tlic Age#no G)uc:ei.'r;ift r#.;(;.KitJc
ino:.i#3nt e#nrOys#is for orbit stability and therefore, 12#IoC recoimnendc tluit no furtlic.'j1 action
bs tt#.l#.en.
МЗБ.'ЛЛЛЯ f,#. SPACE
SPACE ЗУйТымЗ DIVI'JIOK
ее: КЛГ,;. LcKC, Clevel >;i.i., Ohio
At In: i#'r. Ftt.#">: J#i.t4.vr
1'r. L. h:. I,xL;'it
i:r. C>. J. R'.i##!4ich
лп iic/u г:зсмш.
ь
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V. F. Peterson,
Military/NASA C
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